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Argument Jealousy Is
Over Rent Motive For
Is Fatal
Knifing

J-U-G-S To
Give Ball
April 3rd

Arguing with a woman
with a concealed butcher
A 17-year-old boy, who movknife proved fatal last SatThe J-U-G-S, a woman's sourday evening for Willie ed away from home to live
cial club, announced that its
Brown, of 78 W. McLemore with one girl, has been chargannual charity ball has been ''ed with murder of a 19-yearSt.
set for April 3 at the city
He became the sixth homi- old youth who was dating
auditorium.
cide of 1964 when he attempt- another girl he was interested
Mrs. Pearl Gordon, chaired to make Mrs. Gladys Alex- in.
man for the 1964 ball, said
ander•of 1176 Florida St., go In Juvenile Court for the
"this will be the finest ball
home with him after she got Saturday morning slaying of
given during the 11 year hisoff from work at Janet's cafe- Richard Nathaniel Crivens of
tory of the organization." She
1499 Lake Grove is John King
teria.
added "this year's living ads,
BLALR T. HUNT
According to Homicide of 1348 Tunica, son of Mrs.
already chosen, are some of
Capt. E. C. Swann, the victim Georgia King.
the town's loveliest debutants
According to relatives of the
and Mrs. Alexander had gotof the season."
ten into an argument about victim, young Crivens and a
The J-U-G-S has co-sponwho was going to pay the neighbor, Joe William "Sonny"
sored a project with Family
rent and afterwards continued Ford of 1476 Lake Grove, had
Service to elleviate illegitmacy
the dispute when she got off gone to the Hollywood comamong unwed parents, partimunity and were walking their
from work.
cularly young women and men,
The chief cook at the cafe- dates home from a cafe when
by engaging a case worker to
SORORITY
MEMBERS
ZETA.
AND
YOUTH CONFEREES
teria, Mrs. Alexander took one King dashed out of the darkwork on a project.
Zeta sorority members and youth conferees took time out
Robinson, Doris Rhodes, Zane S. Ragland. Maudette of the butcher knives with her ness and started chasing CriMrs. Helen Cooke is chairto pose on the lawn of the YWCA Just before luncheon.
when she left the place and vens with a knife.
man of decorations.
Brownlee, Winfield Johnson, Ruth A. Richardson, Chris
After Crivens disappeared,
Among those shown are Myrna 1Villiams, Yvonne RobinSpay, G. L. Whitney, I,. C. Griffin, Mrs. Sarah Dixon. stabbed Brown with it when
After retiring from 27 years
Ford returned home shortly
he
followed
her.
son, Harold Taylor. Mary E. Holmes, Helots Dixon, Marsha
Mrs.
Debora
Thompson
and Mrs. titoka Quarles. i Photos
in the Memphis public school
Mrs. Brown will be charged after 1:30 a.m. Saturday mornRhea Williams, Mary Sawyer, Bessie Stewart, Aranstead
by Billy Duncan)
system and serving three and
ing. A sister of the victim, Mrs.
with murder.
a half years as deputy probaJean Louise Jennings of 1505
tion officer at Juvenile Court,
Lake Grove, said that Ford
Elder Blair T. Hunt resigned
knew King, and when her
from the former position last
brother did not return home
Friday.
by late Saturday morning.
"We certainly did hate to
Ford went back to Hollywood
The 14th Ward Civic club
and talked with King. He told
see Mr. Hunt go," Roy Nixon,
PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIlIIIIlIIIItIlIIIIIIII( III
has scheduled a meeting for
him that he knew that he had
executive administrative asSixth in a Series
ter in the AKE church and Saturrias, March 21 at 7 p.m.
cut
the missing youth, but that
sistant to Juvenile Judge KenFree-born in Abbeville, S.C., eventually Bishop at which at 1.5z* Chapel AME church,
he did not know how seriously,
Turner, told the Triroyal
and
European
1833
of
in
time
responsible
marshal
he was
tor 882 E. Trigg Ave. A represenor where he had gone afterte Defender this week "and Luke Moore, U. S.
African ancestry, Henry Mac getting William Henry Heard tative from the City Beautiful
ward.
e would have been happy for for Washington, D.C., is here Neal Turner, at
years
a
12
his
appointed
Minister
to
as
Li- Commission is expected to atin Memphis visiting
ill
POLICE NOTIFIED
him to remain with us.
was
to
work
hired
in
out
beria.
meeting.
Roscoe
Mctend the
When Ford informed the
"He felt like he had to give I father, Elmer Moore, Sr, of age,
the fields with slaves follow- In 1865, Bishop Turner was Williams is president of the
victim's parents. Rev. and Mrs.
more time to his church," 169 Silverage Ave., who was ing
death,
his
father's
During
club.
operated
on at John Gaston
appointed to the Freedmen's
Algie Crivens, Sr., that he had
.Nixon stated, "and as he said
last week. Moore is the first this time, he was taught the Bureau in Georgia and became
not found their son, they callin his letter of resignation,
'11 Negro to become a U.S. Mar_ alphabet by a white playmate. a part of the Republican par- Congress for it Never, so help
ed police and reported him
man of my advanced years has
sisal since Frederick Douglass Alter angry whites stopped ty leadership in 1867, by•tvhich me God, shall I be a political
missing. They had already
to husband my resources.'"
before the turn of the cen- his instruction, he taught him- time he had gained renown as slave. • . ."
called hospitals and jails in an
Mr. Hunt was appointed to
and the third in the self with the aid of a Bible, a speaker throughout the
effort to find him.
Bishop Turner later became
the court post as an assistant history
of the country. A speller and hymn book.
state.
No more was heard of him
manager of the AME book
to W. C. Moxley, chief proba- graduate
When he was 15 years old,
of Booker T. Washuntil
police were called around
In 1868, when the Georgia concern; Chancellor of Morris
tion officer, under the admin- ington high school here. He Henry ran away and became
3:30
and told that there was a
istration of former Juvenile also attended LeMoyne col- a messenger in an attorney's legislature attempted to deny Brown college; founder of
dead man under a house at
Court Judge Elizabeth Mc- lege before attending Howard courthouse office where he Negroes the right to hold of- several denominational peri2263 Shasta. When they arrivS. A. WILBUR
odicaLs; compiler of a catefice,
C.
Turner
made
Cain.
an
D.
eloquent
PIERCE.
J.
University Law School in made the most of his constant
ed they were met by Jesse
chism and a hymn book; redefense
of
these
rights:
"It
is
MORLEY LEAVES
Washington and Georgetown exposure to books, magazines
Holloway of 2264 Shasta, who
very strange, if a white man cipient of an honorary degree
Moxley was given a "re- university.
lived across the street from
from the University of Penncan
occupy
on
this
floor
a
seat
sign or be fired" ultimatum
and
intelligent. Following this,
While here, Moore has also
where the victim's body was
last week by Judge Turner, visited his mother, Mrs. Annie he became a haneyman at a ,created by colored votes, and sylvania, and according to App'
found lying in the opening of
who said the veteran court of- B. Moore and brother, Her- Baltimore medical school a black man cannot do it. historian Richard Bardolph,
the duplex apartment's foundaWhy, gentlemen, it is the most one of the most forceful perficial had been unable to ad- bert of the Silverage
address; where he was able to read
tion. Julius Eubanks of 1759
just to the change at the as well as another brother, El- books on medicine, law and shortsighted reasoning in the eonalities in Negro America
Warford St. identified the body.
children's center, and some mer, Jr., of 536 Jenson Rd.; theology. He was then tutored world. . . If Congress has in his time. He was, in W. E
Carried to John Gaston
effort is being made to have and two sisters, Mrs. John Ella by an Episcopal Bishop. Pres- simply given me merely suf- B. DuBois' words, "the last of
hospital, he was pronounced
political the mighty men physically
Aim returned to the Memphis Pegues, 1715 Kansas St., and ident Lincoln appointed him ficient civil and
Atty.
and declared to have
dead
Shepperson
A.
Wil- department of business ad111Plice Department as a patrol- Mrs. Fannie Green of Stra- chaplain of a Negro Civil War rights and made me a politi- and mentally, who started at bun, who
has an office at 198 ministration of Samuel Hous- been dead for several hours.
the
bottom
hammered
and
cal
slave
for
the
Democrats
or
man with the vice squad.
horn St.
regiment. He became a minisS. Fourth St., became the ton college in Austin,
Tex., An autopsy was ordered.
anybody else — giving them their way to .the top by sheer
"There was no pressure on
first Negro under the William and remained there until 1950 'EASY TO SOLVE'
the opportunity of jumping brute strength"
Mr. Hunt to resign," Nixon
B. Ingram administration last when he resigned to
murder was fairly
open an "This
on my back to leap into po- Bishop Turner died in 1915.
was doing
week to be appointed to an office in Helena, Ark.
easy to solve," Capt. E. C.
an
litical power—I do not thank 1915.
excellent job in the Nonoffice with pay attached to it.
In 1955, he moved his fami- Swann, homicide chief, told
Support ond Paternity diviAlong with Atty. Clifford ly to Memphis. As a candidate the Tri-State Defender. "be•
9
sion, where he had lately
cause the slayer had been seen
D. Pierce, Jr., Atty. Wilbun for the State Legislature,
he
been transferred."
was named to the City Attor- polled more than 26,000 votes. chasing the victim with a
Since Elder Hunt left the
ney's office as part-time as- RESEARCH AND REPORTS knife and they knew him.
court, Rev. Joseph Burkley, A group of students, repre- attempting to communicating
sistants at salaries of $450 a
Atty. and Mrs. Wilbun live "When police went to the
former probation officer of senting eight local high schools between two generations. He
month. It is the first time in at 1548 Gold St. and are the boy's mother's house," he said,
1510 Guasco, has been trans- and 30 clubs were told to ac- urged the young people to
the city's history that a non- parents of two sons. She is a "she told them that she did
ferred to the office replacing cept the role of leadership and first meet the "challenge of
white has gotten such an of- third grade teacher at Mag- not know where he was, but
responsibility by the superin- self identification," which he
the veteran educator.
he was finally located at the
fice in the Mid-South.
nolia Elementary school
Elder Hunt, who retired tendent of Memphis City explained as "the ability to
house in the rear of 1396 HunShortly after announcing
As
a
starting
assistant
city
as principal of Booker T. schools, E. C. Stimbert, w ho take a look at one's self."
the appointment of Wilbun, attorney, Wilbun will work in ter, where he had been living
Washington High school in the delivered the keynote address
T h e conference "Youth
Mayor Ingram said more Ne- his own office and do research with a girl for the past four
spring of 1959, is a member at a one-day conference last Meets the Challenge of
groes would receive appoint- and reports, Mayor Ingram months."
of the Shelby County Board Saturday.
Change," was sponsored by
ments, but he declined to re- explained, and may later King gave police the knife
that he had used to kill the
of Education and the only Ne- Stimbeit went on to ex- Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, at the
veal names or offices "at this help prosecute for the
city in Douglass youth after he was
plain problems involved in Sarah Brown Branch YWCA.
time."
gro to serve in that office.
City Courts.
that
There was a lively question
VOLUNTEER POSTS
Atty. Pierce, whose appoint- arrested, and told them
and answer period following
Earlier in the year, Atty. ment will become effective he stabbed Crivens after he
was
tak'like
he
Stimbert's address. He Was inA. A. Latting, whose offices April 1, is a graduate of Yale made a motion
troduced by Mrs. Mauddean
are at 362 Beale, was appoint- university and the Universi- ing something out of his pocSeward.
ed to the Civil Service Com- ty of Virginia Law School. ket. The victim had no weapon
mission, and Robert S. Lewis, He was elected to the Tennes- on him.
Mrs. Onzie 0. Horne, Sr.,
THREE WEEKS
Jr., a mortician, was named see Legislature at the last WORKING
chairman, said after the conYoung Crivens was graduatto
the
Alcohol
License
ference
state
to
emtrying
"we
Comare
election.
ed from Douglass High school
Will Memphians have an told the case was still pend- phasize the
mission but neither job is salneed of an atmoswith the class of 1963 and had
opportunity to swim and ing in the courts, and that the phere
aried.
of
understanding
in
been a member of the glee
wade in public pools during city would abide by whatever which
Atty.
Wilbun
first
came
to
can
youths
adults
and
'"the coming summer months? ruling is handed down.
attention of the general Memwork together for improving
Mrs Crivens said her son
NOT COMPULSORY
phis public back in 1958 when
It is up to the mayor and
our
changmeet
community,
to
wanted to go to college and
Atty. Willis said the NAmembers of the City Commishe became a candidate for the
She
es."
confer"the
added,
involved
presently
had gotten his first job at a
ACP is not
State Legislature but was desion to decide whether the
battery manufacturing comto get the city to ence was very successful."
children and adults will be in a suit
feated.
He has been active
After the keynote speech,
pany only three weeks before
swimming pools, and
deprived of this form of rec- open the
in politics since that time,
he was slain.
not plan to file one, boys and girls were assigned
and is presently secretary of
reation, s_Atty A. W. Willis, does
Funeral arrangements were
"since there is no law which to vne of five discussion
the Tennessee Federation of
one of the NAACP lawyers
incomplete at press time, but
city has to operate groups (1) Challenge of Freewho handled the suit Which says a
Democratic
ATLANTA,
Leagues.
Ga.—A
67-year- Hollywood Funeral home will
dom (2) Challenge of Educaswimming pools
resulted in the complete deA native of Arkansas, he old white minister, held in jail have charge of the services.
"But why did they close the tional a n d Thechnological
segregation of public faciliwas graduated from Philander here since Aug. 28, 1963, was
Aside from his parents and
swimming pools?" he asked. Change (3) Challenge of LeisSmith college in Little Rock released March 3 on a $5,000 Mrs. Jennings, he is survived
ties here, told the Tri-State
"After the decision was pass- ure Time, (4) Challenge of SoDefender.
and attended New York uni- property bond.
ed down, the City Commis- cial Change and (5) Challenge
versity before entering the The minister, the Rev.
See JEALOUSY, Page 2
During last week's press sion closed the swimming of World Change.
Howard University School of Ashton Jones of San Gabriel,
conference with Mayor In- pools and left the golf courses
THE CONFEDERATE FLAG
Highlight of the luncheon
Law from which he was Calif.. was arrested here July jail since then. His bail was
gram and members of the and other facilities open."
was a fashion show in which
The Confederate flag occupies a position equal to the
graduated with the class of 1 when he and two Negroes originally set at *AM WI
ity Commision, this newsDepart- a bevy of beautiful teenagers
Recreation
The
United States Flag — both flying from a flag-pole In
1948. While there he Was on tried to worship at all-white Georgia's flitprem• Caws qvper asked if the pools would ment's plan for gradual de- modeled. Piano Music for the
Court Square Park in downtown Memphis. In the backthe staff of the Howard Uni- First Baptist Church. Jones dered It lowered. "SW WM*
e opened.
segregation of parks, play- show was supplied by Miss
ground is the Columbian Mutual Tower Bldg. The photo
versity Law School Review. was sentenced Aug. 28 to 12 Rev. Jones spent behind bars
Mayor Ingram replied that grounds, golf courses and Ruth Ann Richardson. After
,
dictates
week.
was
The
spirit
American
earlier
this
made
TAUGHT SCHOOL
months in the common jail, since August — 188 days —
; no appropriation had been swimming pools over a period luncheon, a film on automathat we divide our loyalties according to "ism" but "we
That same year he was ap- six months at hard labor and is "dead time" and does not
1 made for the operation of the
pledge our allegiance to one flag." (Staff Photo)
pointed an instructor in the a $1,000 fine and had been in count against his sentence.
See WATER, Page 2
See YOUTH, Page 2
pools, because he had been
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Huge Crowd Expected
For 'Ugly American'
Lincoln University Stage- ed and directed by Tony C
crafters, with an interracial McCoy. Theresa Sullivan decast, are enroute to Memphis signed the costumes.
to present the controversial The play is critical of some
play, The Ugly American, this American diplomats, pointing
Saturday evening, March 21: up costly mistakes made by
It will be staged in Bruce them in foreign lands. It is in
Hall on the LeMoyne College two acts, three scenes to an
campus, starting at 8:15.
act.
The souring group is being Fifteen are in the cast. The
sponsored here by the local entire touring group is cornalumni associations of Le- posed of 31 persons.
Moyne College and Owen Jun- Tickets to the play may be
ior College.
purchased from alumni of the
A hometown girl is in the two schools or at business of.
play. She is Miss Junienne fices at LeMoyne and Owen.
Ruth Briscoe, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Lonnie F. Briscoe,
753 Boston. Miss -Briscoe, a
graduate of Melrose High
School, will play the role of
Li Mai Kelley, an interpreter.
The play is produced by
Thomas D. Pawley and design-

Ohio Barber
Quits After
Bias Protests

New Income Tax
Rates Effective
On March 5th

Alabama Negro Woman
To Run For Congress
•'

LeMOYNE'S UN DELEGATION
ham, chairman of the delegation; Miss
Irma Jean Ezell, pointing to Ecuador on
map; Ralph Jackson, president of LeMoyne's Collegiate Chapter for the United
Nation's, and Miss Mary Ann Thompson.
Faculty advisor making the trip with
the student delegation is Dr. Clifton H.
Johnson.

Internal Revenue Service
announced that all wages and
salary payments made on or
after March 5 should reflect
the new lower withholding
XENIA, Ohio — (UP I) — rates established by the RevEmbattled barber Lewis Geg- enue Act of 1964 signed by
ner closed his nearby Yellow President Johnson Wednesday
Springs barbershop indifinitely evening.
to preserve law and order in Internal Revenue said that
the wake of a mass demonstra- it will follow a rule of reason
tion against his refusal to cut in enforcing the March 5 efthe hair of Negroes.
fective date. It will not find
When the senior class at a graduate of the school and The Air Force Recruiting
Gagner, who received two fault with employers who are
Booker T. Washington high now a top recording star, Service here in Memphis has
threatening telephone calls dur- delayed a day or two in putschool holds its annual dance,
ing the weekend following the ting the lower rate into effect
Booker T. Jones, and his M. openings for young ladies who
demonstration, said he expect. by problems encountered in
G.'s will be featured. The are college garduates or who
ed to remain clisse.i until the converting their payroll sysdance is scheduled for Satur- will receive their degrees in
Ohio Supreme Court rules on terns.
day, March 21 in the Blair T. the near future. The Air Force
his appeal against a civil The withholding tables
emHunt gymnasium from 8 to 12 Officer Training School, open
rights commission order that pleyers use in applying the
to college graduates, offers a
P.m.
he cease in his refusal to 14 per cent
withholding rate
serve Negroes.
Mrs. Marian Nell Chapman Jones, 19, showed a musical three-month course that leads
were mailed to some four and
one half million employers of 631-B St. Paul, a top rank- interest at an early age. While to a commission as a Second
February 10. This advance ing senior at LeMoyne College, he was a student at Porter Lieutenant.
mailing was designed to give has been accorded an honor- Junior high
school, he dis- Single young women beemployers lead time in mak- able mention award by the
tween the ages of 201
/
2 and
ing the payroll changes re- Woodrow Wilson National Fel- played remarkable talent in
Continued From Page 1
/
2, a United States citizen,
the field. Before entering high 291
quired. Employers who have lowship Foundation.
who posses or will receive a
school
at
Washington,
The
Foundation,
he
had
although
by another sister, Miss Maxine not received the Employers'
entertained professionally. baccalaureate degree within
Crivens of Memphis, and two Tax Guide, Circular E, which not granting tuition and fees
for graduate work to Mrs. While a sophomore he made 210 days, and are interested irs
brothers, Algie Crivens, Jr., of shows the new rates may obCentenary
Methodist
Chapman, is sending her name his first recording with Rufus serving their country as offiChicago, and James Criven of tain a copy at their local Inand field of study to deans of and Carla Thomas — "Cause cers in the United States Air Church's choir have• arranged
Memphis.
ternal Revenue Office.
to
present Easter Music durgraduate schools in the United I Love You." While still in Force should call Sergeant
States and Canada. It is very high schools he recorded with Harbison or Sergeant Walton ing a program in the church's
santuary, 878 Mississippi Blvd.,
possible she will receive an as- a nationally known group, the at 534-3551 in Memphis.
Sunday, March 22 at 7:30 p.m.
sistantship or fellowship from Mar-Keys. He played an orThis is a chance to start off Featured with the
gan in such hits as ''Last
one of these schools.
choirs
on a career of leadership in will be Miss
Alteena Foster,
Mrs. Chapman is an English Night," "The Morning After,"
the
Aerospace
Age.
Frank
Lockhart,
"One Degree North" and many
major.
organists
others. He also showed his
ability to compose music when
he produced the hit tune "The
Pop-Eye Stroll.' He arranged
several numbers for Washing14 HOSIERY SHOPS
ton's band.

Booker T. Jones And MG's To Play I Air Force Needs
For Washington's Senior Dance College Women

Top Student May
Get A Fellowship

Easter Music To
Be Presented By
Centenary Choirs

Jealousy

FASHION FINDS

eta
Exceptional Quality Values
Only

$100
each

Education Majors
See 3-Scene Play

0

,
1

"High Pressure Area," a In his. senior year he
play in three scenes, was pre- triumphed (1962) with "Burnt
sented last week by members Biscuits" on the Triumphs
of the Shelby County Mental label. That same year the M.
Health Society before Le- G. (Memphis Group) was
Moyne students majoring in formed at the Satelite recording studio, and "Green Onions"
education.
The play pointed out that was recorded which became a
Jove for children means giving national hit
'them latitude, confidence and Since that time he has
piled
courage to make decisions for up such hits as "Plum Nellie,"
themselves, with
parental "Chinese Checkers," "Behave
guidance.
Yourself," "Mo Onions" and
It also stressed a democratic more recently "Tic-Tac-Toe."
'home over an autocratic one
Free expression was emphasiz- Jones is presently a sophomore at the University of
ed.
Following the play, a tea for Indiana.
the guest actors was given in Tickets rosy be purchased at
the Alumni Room of Hollis F. Booker T. Washington high
Price Library.
school.

Continued From Page 1
tion was shown by R. L. Cho,
man, a representative of Southern Bell Telephone company.
One of the most exciting activities of the conference was
the forum moderated by Miss
Cornelia Sanders. Group leaders related observations of the
group-discussions session. Appearing on the forum were
Miss Marsha Rhea Williams.
Onzie 0. Horne, Jr., Miss
Myrna Williams, Miss Jeweldine Cain and Bobby Mebane.
Co-chairman of the conference, Miss Barbara N ea 1,
teenage director of the Branch
YWCA. helped to coordinate
the day's activities as well as
members of the sorority who
were hostesses. President Ad
the sorority Mrs. Annie N.
lor, lauded the conference
committee "for a splendid job
and commended the students
for their enthusiasm,"
Members of the committee
were: Mrs, Linda Isabel, Mrs.
Cornelia Sanders, Miss Erma
Clanton, Mrs. Doris Sodden,
Mrs. Mabel Hudson and Mrs.
Maudden Seward.

SELMA, Ala. — A local Ne- 29. She is the first Negro to
gro woman — long active in run for Congress from Alabama
civil rights activities here — since the Reconstruction
has qualified to run for the period. She is the first Negro
United States Congress against to ever make a try for the ofincumbent Kenneth Roberts of fice.
the Fourth District of AlaAn insurance agent and
bama.
employment office operator
She is Mrs. Amelia P. here, she will 'oppose Rep.
Boynton, who qualified Feb. Roberts of Anniston in Alabama's "9 — 8" plan used to
select Democratic nominees.
Under the. "9 — 8" system,
each of the old nine congressional districts nominates a
candidate. The district winners will face a June 2 runoff to determine the eight
party nominees. The candidate
Phi Delta Kappa sorority, with the fewest votes in the
a national affiliation of train- run-off will be eliminated.
ed women working in the field The other eight will have their
of education as teachers or names placed on the general
administrators, is convening election ballot against Rein Cleveland, Ohio, March 20- publican or other opposition.
22 for its Midwestern RegionMrs. Boynton, a teacher
al Conference.
joins three Negro men who
Delegates and
members have qualified for the March
from the ten-state Midwestern 17 Selma Democratic primary.
Region will concern them- They are: Ernest Doyle, James
selves with the theme, "The Gildersleeve, and F. W. Reese,
Teachers' Role in our Chang- all candidates for City Couning World."
cil.
Headquarters for the threeMrs. Boynton is a native af (Continued From Page 1)
day convention will be the Savannah, Ga. She attended
Pick-Carter hotel. The public the Georgia State Industrial of years won approval in Fedis invited to participate in school, Tuskegee Institue, Ten- eral District Court and the
many of the educational semi- nessee State A&1 and Virginia Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati only to be
nars and public meetings.
State. She has been a Selma
One of the highlights of resident since 1930, and was struck down in the U.S. Supreme Court which directed
the meeting will be the "Ed- formerly employed
by the
ucational Guidance for Youth United States Department of that all were to be openir
Luncheon." It will be held at Agriculture as a Home Dem- forthwith to all without
gard to race.
noon. March 21, in the hotel onstration Agent.
All pools were closed in
ballroom with Dr. Arenia C. She was married in 1936, and
Mallory, a representative of has one son, Bruce Boynton, 1963, and persons who usually worked as lifeguards durthe United States Department
an attorney. Her husband ing
summer months had to
of Labor, as guest speaker.
died last spring.
seek jobs elsewhere.
Negroes are 30 per cent of
Alabama's population. There
are 860,073 white voters in KnoW Your Negro History
Alabama and 66,009 Negro
Italy took over Ethiopia in
voters.
1936.

Phi Delta Kappa
Holds Regional
In Cleveland

Five of these LeMoyne College students arrived in St. Louis, Mo. on Wednesday evening of this week to represent Ecuador at
the Third Annual Midwest Model United
Nations which will be in session through
Saturday. Left to right: Jerry Johnson
(Mr. LeMoyne), not a part of the delegation; Henry Thompson, Calvin Cunning-
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.Seamless Hose All Styles
69c 3 prs. 1"
18 6-7104
83 So. Main St.
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SERE COMES IROVRE!

Memphis, Tenn.
1 So. Main St.
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HATS, CLIPS AND WHIMSY VEILS—Large selection,
latest styles and colors.
HANDBAGS*—Soft leather-like plastic, big assortment.

•

BELTS—New narrow-sash
tie-style in luxury-soft
plastic that looks like
leather . . . dramatic
"jewel" trim.
GLOVES—Cotton or
stretch nylon styles.
JEWELRY -2, 3, and 4.
strand pearl and bead
necklaces. Matching ear
bobs available.
17.14t,
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Angelette and Bruce, at play in the alwayslively recreation room of the Green home.
"Angeleno has lust graduated from the
bottle to the cup," Mrs. Green explains,
"and of course we keep her on Carnation,
mixed with water." Carnation Is the milk
with extra Vitamin 0, for sound teeth and
bones. Even when you add an equal amount
of water, it is richer,
tha n sweet, whole milk.

Special
1 Pairs Hose, Only

I•alut tan)

SIN

05.5.D

A Hsr.lbee,
. 011."Cornposit..n et F.ph-

rectpe: L

CARNATION'S FAILURE-PROOF I
SWEET POTATO PIE auk«
1111,
"All 17 of our children have one thing In common." declares Mrs. Carrie W. Green (front center).
"They or,, to eat!" Mrs. Orlon was a cafeteria manager before herr marriage-that helps. One
of her favorite desserts is sweet potato pie mode with Cameron (••• recipe at right). Mr. Shad.
A. Green (second from right, front), was selected Businessman of the Year for 1963 by the
Washington, D.C. Observer. All but ori• of Dna Green children are shown in this photograph.

This well-known accountant, Businessman
of the Year, has 17 exemptions

Hurry, hurry. hurry! At these low prices they'll .
go fast—get here today, get the heat pick of
these new accestories.

KRESS—The store with more ...Variety and Values

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

WHAT A PRETTY WAY TO GREET THE SPRING .... AT
home or on your ?Houle island. This linen textured suit of
Pure snun rayon, its jacket swinging free, its short-sleeved
over blouse accented with stitching and bows. Ind's° blue,
bast. habiscus tank or aqua with white. Petite sires Ills
20.

5riechna'

7 NO. MAIN ST.

5a34ion,5'

iiitiliewsmkswe
41 NM 1111111STM1
as....sis. •

MNE 115.144/

Every single one a Carnation baby!
Shade A. Green, all-state fullback at
North Carolina College and later a
government auditor, left the Treasury
Department in 1946 to establish his
accounting firm in Washington, D.C.
A minister's eon, he is a deacon at
Matthews Baptist Church. He teaches
accounting and coachett basketball at
Cortez Peters Business College. And
he finds time to be active in the Cbam.
bet of Commerce.

Mr.Green's busineas and family "grew
up" together-by leaps and bounds!
The oldest boy, Shade Jr., 21, majors
in psychology at North Carolina College. The baby, Angelette, is 11
/
2.
"The doctor recommended Carnation
for every one of the babies' formulas,"
Mrs. Green declares. Carnation in the
red•and white can is the world's leader
for infant feeding-the milk every
doctor knovni.

1 cup granulated sugar
% teaspoon salt
1% teaspoons cinnamon
IA teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon ginger
% teaspoon allspice
% teaspoon cloves
1 1/7 cups mashed canned
sweet potatoes
1% cups(large can) undiluted

•

CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK

2 eggs
9-inch single crust unbelted pie shell
Mix filling ingredients
until smooth. Place
In unbaked pie shell.
Bake in hot oven
(425°P.) 15 minutes.
Lower temperature
to moderate (350°F.)
and continue baking
about 35 rain, or until
knife Inserted in filling
comes out clean.Cool.
"hew Contented Owes"

•

'Religious Emphasis' In
Progress At LeMoyne
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Religious Emphasis Week is
underway at LeMoyne Col••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lege, March 18-20, with the
THE OFFICERS OF MAY- inside,—it is almost plush, Rev. J. Archie Hargraves of
OR and City Commissioner are with soft lights and music and New York City the guest minnot held in high esteem by a lots of atmosphere. You wir. ister.
County Squire George Crider, see a lot of the town's well- Rev. Mr. Hargraves is speakwho referred to the city of- respected citizens dining there. ing each morning at 10:30 cm.
ficers—while making a speech Owners of the place are the at Second Congregational
to a Men's club at a church— personable Mr. and Mrs. A. Church. across the street from
as a ship with five captains, W. Wellington. The "A" stands the LeMoyne campus.
elected by the crew, all of for Abe. The "W" stands for The visiting minister is secwhom spend tune trying to a name he hates. Mrs. Wel- retary for the urban church,
be popular with the crew. lington has been working in Division of Church Extension
During a question-and-answer the place—but hot for long. of the Board for Homeland
period, he was asked if he She is expecting bother child. Ministers of the United Church
thought Mayor William B. In- THERE IS ANOTHER rash of Christ.
gram will make a good may- of stickers appearing which The United Church of Christ
or? George said "no." He add- says Memphis Needs a Local- was formed by a union of the
ed "I don't think Henry Loeb ly Owned Daily,
Evangelical a n d Reformed
was a good mayor, nor Ed- THE J-U-G-S has everyone Church and Congregational
am mond Orgill." He blamed it asking when they will have Christian churches.
MOP on the Commission form of their annual Charity - Ball, Mr. Hargraves has pioneergovernment. During the same Living-Ads Etc. which is ed for many years in the demeeting, he referred to the usually held before
A s h velopment of ministries in uncounty jail as "Hinds' Hilton" Wednesday. We don't know derprivileged urban neighbecause of the treatment why. But we have heard that borhoods. He helped found
Religious Emphasis Week is
"prisoners receive."
it's going to be a big "Surprise the East Harlem Protestant under the auspices of LeLOOKS ARE DECEIVING Package." After all, it's the Parish in New York and the Moyne's Religious Life Comwhen it comes to Bert's J-U-G-S- 10th anniversary. West Side Christian Parish in mittee of which the Rev.
John
Lounge, located at 687 Walker We alsq learned that door- Chicago.
Charles Mickle is chairman.
Ave. Bert's Lounge, back in prizes s•ill be fabulous.
• the '40s was known as Fat ZETA PHI BETA SORORAllen's place and it was fa- ITY is the conversation piece
mous for its barbecue. It looks this week. The sorors are berather weather-beaten from ing praised for putting on a
the outside. The surprise very successful Youth Confercomes when you step on the

COOPER at CENTRAL
QUINCE at SEA ISLE
McLEMORE at NEPTUNE
GETWELL at BARRON
CHELSEA at THOMAS
NATIONAL at JACKSON
SUMMER at NATIONAL
MACON at WELLS STA.
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.

U.S. Negroes Polled
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Air Force Issues Call
•For Registered Nurses

What do Negroes think , too fast, and 29 per cent said
about civil rights organize- , they thought it was not going
lions in the United States? fast enough.
To find the answer to the, The poll revealed that most
question, Dr. John D. Alston!Negroes considered the
Urban
and his staff at Central State,League as a "half and half"
college, Wilberforce, Ohio, organization as far as
Negro
The Air Force has an urgent AF Recruiting Office, Room went directly to Negroes in
need for registered nurses, and 38, Federal Building, Phone: all parts of the United States,attitudes are concerned. Some
52
per
cent
said
it
was
proqualified applicants are given 534-3551, Memphis, Tennessee, and asked their opinions.
ceeding at the right speed,
a direct commission in grade for complete details.
Negroes in all sections of one per cent said it was goof second Lieutenant thru
the U.S. were asked what they ing too fast, and 47 per cent
Captain, depending on age.
thought of some of the major said it was too slow.
education, and experience.
groups. The results showed Listed below
are the perAir Force Nurses work in
that Martin Luther King was,centages revealed by
the Poll
far in the lead in receiving I on the subject, "Do you
modern hospitals all over it
think
the approval of the sample of the Negro organizations or
world, earn good pay and enTwo Memphians were Negro population polled.
joy steady advancement in
leaders
are
moving
too
fast,
rank as their proficiency and among the 53 students honor- In answer to the question, about right, or too slow?"
ed last Friday during the 89th
experience increase.
Founders Honors Convocation "Do you think the Negro orTF AR TS
Selected nurses are permit- In MeMillian chapel at Knox- ganizations or leaders are 1. NAACP
3 88 29
ted to attend civilian univer- ville college for academic moving too fast, about right, 2. Martin L. King 4 82 14
or too slow?" more than 82 1 Black Muslims 65 20 15
sities in order to gain degrees. achievement.
They enjoy the prestige and
per cent said that Dr. King 4. CORE
8 65 27
The two were Futon Ray
was moving at about the prop- 5. Urban League 1 52 47
privileges of being a key
Miss
Isnci
Wilson,
Delores
both
er pace. Only three per cent
member of the Aerospace
felt that he was moving too
Team—an officer of the Unit- juniors at the school.
James Baldwin To Be
ed States Alt new. They lead
To qualify for the honor, fast, but 15 per cent stated I
a richly varied 'social life, and students had to have a cumu- that in their opinion he was Subject Of Lecturer
travel to such countries as lative average above 2.0 in moving too slowly.
Dr. Ralph Johnson, profesSpain, England, Germany, Ja- a 10 system.
APPROVE NAACP
sor of English at LeMoyne,
m and mew other ceuataieb
A banquet honoring the 53 More than 68 per cent of the will discuss "The New :Novethroughout the free world.
top ranking students among sample group recorded their list: James Baldwin," April 6
IP But most of all, they are not the 750 enrolled in the four- approval of the National Asso- in the college's lecture hall.
merely a person with a career year liberal arts school was ciation for the Advancement This will be the last of a series
. . . but one with a cause, car- held in the college cafeteria of Colored People, while three of lectures sponsored this year
ing for the men and women last Saturday.
per cent said it was moving by the English Department.
who protect us all. Registered
7 nurses, or those about to become one, should call or write
MSgt. Hollis W. Walton, US-

THERM-0
TUMBLER

Honor Memphians
For Scholarship

PEST

REGULAR

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

100

FIRST TUMBLER

VALUE

FREE

8
COLORS

OLD CROP!

WITH COUPON
$5.00 OR MORE
PURCHASE

ONE COLOR
EACH WEEK
CALL L'S BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

VIOLET
ETEUL

OUARANTEE0 • Dishwasher safe
• Unharmed by boilino or freezing
• Unbreakable •12 oz. Capacity
•Stainproof

TURQUOISE

LAME

ItC,OA Oils PROOI 1).t1Ill10 4.0 101111111 TM (KO Clew COSTILIIRT CO .F10100.1.0
IIITUCAN S1t1011 toureot vno,

YELLOW
ORANGE
CORAL
PINK
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CHEVROLET SHOWROOM

36 NOTES

$19900

DOWN

START YOUR SET THIS WEEK!!
CLIP THE COUPON FOR YOUR FREE
TUMBLER. EACH WEEK A DIFFERENT
COLOR TUMBLER WILL BE
AVAILABLE FOR YOU TO COMPLETE
YOUR SET

$7538 MONTH

FREE LICENSE
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY CAR
Automobile, Furniture
Signature

SPECIAL OFFER SALESMEN

'Iller• Is a 1110100 why p•oplit
lik• to do busin•se with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our courteous treat-

redlents
h. Place
'e shell.
t ov•n
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erature
(350'F.)
baking
. or until
in filling
an.Cool.

ment and d•elr• to h•lp you.
"Opal,
Thursday
and Friday
Nights Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 100

iost Olt

Dixie FINANCE
Home Own•d

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"Sl• lik• to Ire), yes to your
loan r•qu•st
"
Esontin•d end Sup•rsised kg
th• Stat• D•portmont of
In•uronc• and Banking.

LOCATIONS
III S. Main, JA 7-1511
152 Madison, JA 5-1111

ef Imo 0
,

Guaranteed by '°
Good Housekeeping
t
40,11/11SID

Hom• Op•rat•d

cog 4S

Sterlieg P. Cook
Scott L Smith
This offer is handle only by the above named salesmen
367 UNION • JA 7-4471

COUPON VALUEFOR
FREE WITH THIS
ONE 1-252,

• COUPON AND SS.00
MORE PURCHASE
At Sig "D" Foods
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Memphis Pastor Will
Lecture At Seminary

THE

Dr. I. C. Nabrit, pastor of itual Resources and Spiritual
First Baptist Lauderdale, will Discipline," and "The Way
be one of thgee ministers to Back to God."
deliver the GarnettrNabrit TWO DEGREES
Dr. Nabrit has earned deLectures at the American BapHe has now
tist seminary in Nashville be- grees from Morehouse college
"But sir when the water meaning for him.
that lying around
tween April 7 and 10.
and Crozer Theological Semiis troubled I hays no onis to concluded
about
put in. in and someone else the pool complaining
The lectures are named for nary and has had wide experin was not
him
besting
others
of
ahead
in
steps
always
Dr. J. M. Nabrit, former pres- ience as a pastor and denomithe answer. I fully realize that
ident of the seminary, and the national worker.
are times when life
there
SOLVING PROBLEMS
Dr. Southard will lecture on
seems ever so dark, but lying
ether of the speaker.
One of the greatest trage- around crying is not the soluMeaning of Manly Au"The
series
the
countin
Other lectures
dies of our day is that
thority," "Judgment and Action. Something within us
Southard,
Dr.
less numbers of people have
will
Samuel
be
speak
and
ceptance in Pastoral Counselmust stand up
never learned to solve their
associate professor of psychol- ing," and "A Case of Church
out. The voice that speaks
problems. The passing of the
the
Southat
and
religion
ogy
will
it
that
strong
Discipline," while Dr. Ellison
must be so
years has had little impact
ern Baptist Theological semi- will talk on "Preaching in the
move mountains and people
behavior.
upon their
nary in Louisville, Ky., and Space Age," "The Personal
and allow us to be exposed to
PROPOSED INTER-FAITH CHAPEL
Here a man who had lain
Dr. John M. Ellison, chancel- Quality in Preaching," and
the healing waters and be
and
thirty
for
pool
the
lor of Virginia Union univer- "The Master's Method: The
at
made whole again.
sity in Richmond, Va.
three years and
Preacher's Supreme Example
GET IN WATER.
still [has not
The general theme of the
The sermons and lectures
There was no reason for
the
solved
lectures is "Pastoral Judg- are designed to deepen the
that man nor is there any reaproblem of
Nabrit's lectures spiritual life, stimulate further
Dr.
ment."
lyor
sitting
son for us today
how to get
will be entitled "United in
ing around thinking about
ITTA BENA, Miss.—Presi- chester, N. Y., and Creighton Effort," "Developing our Spir- Bible study, enrich theological
near the water
Interpretation and relate reother people beating us in the
dent of the National Baptist university, Omaha, Nebr. His
so that when
ligion to life the life of the
water. If we properly fortify
Dr. honorary degrees include: a
Inc.,
USA,
Convention,
healing
the
able to
The Memphis Ministerial in a place conducive to wor- Joseph Harrison Jackson, was D.D. from Jackson college, Liberia, Trinidad, British Gui- students.
waters would Rev. Paige ourselves we will be
water but get in association has adopted plans ship. Inmates at the Penal the featured speaker at Mis- Central college, Wilberforce, ana, China, India, Egypt, Italy,
start stirring he would be able get in the
Rumania.
to raise $100,000 to erect and Farm are no exception."
there first.
sissippi Vocational College, Ohio, L.L.D. from Bishop col- Hungary and
to step in first.
-faith chapel Chaplain Hart added "AtDr. Jackson holds memberReligious Emphasis lege, Dallas, Texas and a
A few weeks ago a friend furnish an inter
Tuesday.
This morning I had occasion
at the Shelby County Penal tending church services can Week is being observed there L.L.D. from College of Mon- ship in the Central Committee
to ride the bus. While waiting of mine speaking at a local Farm, as its 1964 project.
give inmates a worship ex- March 16-20. He also spoke rovia, Monrovia, Liberia. He of t h e World Council of
for the bus a certain man college made this observation
All Cole,. and Calor
did post graduate work in the Churches. A 33rd Degree MaThe association feels that all perience that will bring them Wednesday night.
came up and engaged in a —it is true that heredity and
Combinations
should closer to God. Such an enhighly con- field of theology at the Uni- son and Phi Beta Sigma. He
a
conversation. The young man environment play a large role churches of all faiths
Jackson,
Dr.
for Ushers and
badges
could help
with
God
counter
the
for
funds
Chicago.
with
audience
of
raising
private
versity
a
in
had
19
pershare
but
for
people
lives
of
work
the
in
Organizations
is vice-presihad been out of
law abiding citi- troversial figure,
them
make
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Sunday
December
23rd,
Easter
John
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project.
,
Pope
too.
does
so
sohis
undergraduate
initiative
sonal
an
seen
As
months; he had
dent of the Baptist World AlMEN FURNITURE DEPT.
No man with a trace of per- been designated or an alter- zens."
PrIpils, Pon,Coma Ieeles
called friends leave him and
liance and pastor of Olivet Jackson college, he distin- 1961.
churchall
when
Sunday,
debator.
lain
a
nate
hungry.
as
havi.
incould
himself
White
initiative
H.
sonal
J.
children
Ill.
President
guished
Baptist church in Chicago,
his wife and
Lewes, Prices Available
receive
would
faith
all
pasa
of
as
and
es
for
the
night
thirty
to
any
experience
pool
at
the
community
early
of
His
the
most
vites
FOR FREE WAIN
WRITE
He had cried
A native of Mississippi and
prothe
for
offering
special
a
speaks
recalldid
so
was
do
To
he
week.
Mississippi
three
years.
entire
the
in
because
during
tor
campus
nights
many
a graduate of Jackson State
Rev. Fred Matthews, dean of SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
not know where he was going very harshly for the person ject.
college, Dr. Jackson holds ed.
701 HSI., N.E.
65 Whitehall St.,
who does. If you believe in
The proposed chapel would
to get the next meal.
An author, he has preached the chapel, is chairman of the Wo.blvott 2, D.C. Atlanta S. Georgia
earned degrees from ColgateCommittee.
your heart that you can then seat 500 at worship services,
Life
Religious
Germany,
Eng/and,
HAPPY MAN
Rochester Divinity school, Ro- in Russia,
61'
Then when the night be- you will. If this man had be- provide rooms for Bible courscame darkest the dawn broke. lieved in his heart one time es, group therapy, conferences
lie was called back to his job. that he could in all probabili- by ministers and other counAnnual Men's Day at BeuNow he is on the brink of re- ty he would have done just selors. It would also provide
a religious library and a read- lah Baptist church, 2407 Dougspectability. He is able to buy that.
lass Ave., has been planned
ing room.
his wife and children clothes
for Sunday, March 22, Theme
lie is able to look in the panWhen the Shelby County
of the celebration is "Crown
try and refrigerator and see
Penal Farm was constructed
Him Lord Of All Through
something besides emptiness.
34 years ago, no provisions
Christian Evangelism."
He is happy within.
were made for a place to worThen a man came to him
ship. Chaplain Carl Hart, Guest speaker at a 3 p.m.
this morning and asked him
protestant chaplain at the program will be Rev. James
to come and buy some whisPenal Farm said: "Everyone Owen, pastor of Hill Baptist
key and take him to a certain
ought to be able to worship church. Special music will be
featured at 7:30 p.m.
house and have a good time.
Alexander Sanders is chairThe young man backed by
utfinal
seven
on
the
tion
Rev.
previous experiences told the
our Lord from the man of the celebration.
of
terances
W. C. Holmes is pastor of the
man, "I'm going right now
Paul
BeavE.
Rev.
are:
Cross
The AME Ministers Alliance
church.
where I can have a good time
has planned to lead daily ers, Rev. Lawrence Haygood,
—home to my wife and chilchurch services during Holy Parkview Presbyterian church:
dren."
Week, Monday through Fri- Rev. E. W. Jackson, Bethel Know Your Negro History
As this man related what
day. The services will be held AME church, Knoxville, Rev. On May 14. 1809, the first
life has taught him I saw eviat St. Andrew AME church, William Smith, Collins Chapel African Baptist Church was
dence of growth. The last
CME church: Rev. Peter G.
867 S. Parkway East.
nineteen months had taught
Rev. founded in Philadelphia.
The services will begin each Crawford, Avery Chapel:
him a lesson.
Centenary
Lawson,
!J.
M.
What had happened for the day at noon and will continue Methodist church and Rev. E.
last 19 months had had real for one-half hour, except Good W. Williamson of Olivet BapFriday.
tist church.
Speakers Monday through
to atThursday will be, Rev. Peter The public is..ipvited
Cars Or
Rev. E.
G. Crawford, minister of Avery tend these services.
Cars
of
president
Used
is
Paul
Beavers
Chapel, Monday at noon; Rev.
the alliance.
The Memphis-Shelby Coun- E. Paul Beavers, pastor of Pro'Tuesty Interdominational Ministers vidence church will be
FINANCING TO SUIT
James
Alliance has scheduled a meet- days speaker; Rev. J. E.
YOUR PURSE
North
of
the
elder
ing for Monday, March '23 at presiding
CAN YOU USE
11 am., at the Sarah Brown Memphis district is scheduled
A. D.
Branch YWCA, 1044 Mississippi for Wednesday; and Rev.
MORE
Brown of Saint John A ME
Blvd.
Featured speaker will be A. chuich will give Thursday's
Maceo Walker. president of Tri Meditation.
State Bank and Universal Life The j_iood Friday services
GROUND FLOOR
viORLD'S LARGEST FORD
Insurance company. Rev. will begin 12 noon and will
STERICK BUILDING
DEALERS
Charles J. Mickle, president of conclude at 3 p.m. The mini-WHIR! FO.MS LICE YOU
sters who will give the meditathe Alliance will preside.
THIRD & GAYOSO
INFIAL
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Churches Of All Faiths Asked
Dr. J. H. Jackson Gives Featured
To Donate To $100,000 Chapel Address At Mississippi College
Proposed For County Penal Farm

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

01

Beulah Church
To Celebrate
en s uay

•••••••

To.

Redeem

To Conduct
Holy Week
Services

Sire

your

BIG STAR

COUPONS

Buy Your
1964

Ministers Alliance
To Meet March 23rd

From Us

HULL
CASH?
DOBBS
CITY FINANCE NEW FORD
GI! PRffff
SIRVIC1

BURKLEY Upholstery Shop
FURNITURE
*
UPHOLSTERY A
SHOP
•Refinishing
•CuStOm Built Furniture

1414 Mississippi Blvd.

OPEN HOUSE
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
10:A.M. iii Dark

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN •
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
•
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - -. FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND

398-7956

PEACE REALTY
4787 Hornlake Rd.

Savings on

Wedgwood & Co. Ltd.
Pink Hope Dinnerware

SAVE 84*ImIlk

%Om

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

FREE ESTIMATES
Pick Up and Delivery

185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

JA 6-8871

MIDWEST MILK

•ReStyling

Call 946-6344

•

- -)CART HOME SAVINGS!
'
)1

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

0

Extra
Quality Stamps
For
You

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

B H
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tee
YOUR Company Makes Whet You Ask For And
Croat's Whet You Think Of"

4

Complete
your lovely
Dinnerware
Set at
Big Star
4th Week
Coupons good
thru
March 21,
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BASKETBALL
Midgett were present for th ,
I We think of February and State New Homemakers it
America meeting held recent Ii
'March as 'Basketball Months"
since schools are engaged in at Tennessee A&I State university, and reported an enDistrict, Regional and State
tournaments. Our
Hornets joyable t i mu
Mrs. Williams was awarded
and Hornettes have participated in the District and Re- an honorary degree by thc
state
organization for her out
gional tournaments.
In the District tournament, standing contribution in the
area of home economics and
the girls played West and Central High schools and won sec- New Homemakers of Ainei tel
organization both on the st..t.•
ond place.
and national level.
, The boys played Central
High of Alamo and Merry CARBONDALE TRIP
On Saturday, March 7,
High schools and won second
Glenn Weldon, band directot ,
place.
carried David Ellis a seniot,
During the Regional tourna- to Southern
Illinois univerment held at Merry High sity in Carbondale
to try for
school last week the girls a tuition
scholarship. Mr. ElBHS TAILORS ADD NEW LINE
played Milan and Decatur- lis played a
baritone solo,
ville, and won both games '1`rombographic,"
BHS Custom Tailors, Inc., with offices tolecterns, deacon chairs, bookracks with
by David
cated at 248 Vance avenue, has added a
BIRTHDAY PARTY
communion cups, and registry desks with and advanced to the finals to Bennett. Accompanying him
Merry
High
and
Play
won
was Miss Glenda Johnson, a
department of church furniture to its plant
lights. Orders are filled promptly by the
Ausbon Williams, Jr., getting ready to out
Pratcher. Keith Elder, Earl Elder. Leon
second place
sophomore.
for the convenience of Its customers. The
firm. All items, for a limited time, can be
his cake, celebrated his eighth birthday
Breathett, Terry Lynn Navy, Anthony C.
The boys played 'Central STUDENT COUNCIL ,
line includes tithe boxes, communion taPurchased at 3 In per rent discount of regrecently, and a host of his young friends
Jones. Ricky Brown, Houston Maxwell, Jr..
High school of Paris, Tenn., Miss Virigina Wilson,
bles and chairs, pulpits and pulpit chair..
asular prices.
were there to surprise him with the greetRonald Prete, William Peete and Davide
and lost. But the citizens are sistant secretary
of the Stuflower stands, altar sets, hymnal boards.
ing. Seen with him are Ronald F. Hardy,
11'11114ms. Ausbon Is the son of Mr. and
proud of the three trophies dent Council, read the
constiJennifer Taylor, Carol Morrow, Janice
Mrs. Ausbon Williams, Sr., of 199 Green. added to Stigall's collection. tution of the Council
for the
Morrow, Michael Morrow, Henry Pratcher,
law.—t Withers photo)
The girls' team and its third and final time before
coachee-are in Nashville at the faculty and student body ' Jr., Annie Ruth Pratcher, Ida Louise
this writing and were to play in last Friday's assembly.
.
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Fayette County Training
.
served in five-years. He beMembers of the Gracious ISehool on Thursday. The A section of the seventh came dean of the School of Ed
Women
grade class conducted devo'
Melodies club held their first 1coaches for the team are J. W. lion and
uca t on and General Studies
rendered a very good
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Mrs. Mary W. Martin, wife and holds bachelor and masplatter party last Saturday'Clark and Miss Ann Hen- program. Booker Rice is the n 1955 and in 1960 was proflings.
mined
to dean of instruction. of the pastor of St. Andrew ter's degrees.
advisor.
night at the Dockery Center
Defender to address below
A reception honoring Mrs.
The team record this year NEW COURSE
When
Dr. Proctor was AME church, will be the
at 5048 Hillbrook rd.
Martin will be held Saturday
'One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
The members of the senior granted leave in 1961 to serve guest speaker for the WomThe club was organized re- Was 19-7.
night in the home of Mr. and
class are excited over the driv- a temporary assignment with en's Day observance at St.
cently for girls between 16 and HOMEMAKERS MEET
Mrs. Robert H. Morris of 1656
Mrs. N. F. Williams, home ing course that has been add- the Peace Corps as director of John Baptist Church Vance, S. Parkway east.
20 to achieve high moral
bhe program in Nigeraa, Africa, on Sunday, March 2Z at 3:15
THE NEW TRI.STATE DEFENDER
standards and maintain re- economics teacher, and Phyl- ed to the curriculum. c.
Rev. A McEwen Williams is
Peet in the club and communi- lis Dennis, Brenda Burnett, Moody, Jr., is the instructor. Dr. Dowdy became acting p.m.
pastor of the church.
I TO
president. Dr. Proctor returnMrs. Martin is a member of
ty.
Alicia Brown, and Carole
ed last August. During the last the faculty of Hanley ElemenOfficers are Misses Doris
six months, Dowdy has con- tary school and the Alpha Know Your Negro History
Marie Carbins, president; reporter.
tinued his duties as dean of Kappa
Alpha sorority. She The National Association of
Rut hie White, secretary; Other members are Misses
, instruction.
Zone No
Street Address
is a graduate of Wilberforce Colored Women's Clubs was
Gwendolyn Williams, treas- Annete Carbins, Barbara Tay, 1
A native of Eastover, S. C., and Ohio State universities founded in 1896.
urer; Margie Osborne and lor, Ada Alexander, Mary
State
COy
Dowdy is a graduate of Allen
Janie Taylor, business man- Montgomery and Patricia
university, holds the M. A. deager; and LaVerne M. States, Vick.
gree in administration from
Indiana State college and has
L. C. Dowdy, 46, dean of in- completed residence requireI
struction at A&T college, was ments for the doc t r at v
recently named president of degree at the University in
1
the institution.
Indiana. He was awarded the
He is to succeed Dr. Sam- honorary doctor of laws deuel I). Proctor, who resigned gree by Allen university in
1
0050.0(
the post last Saturday to be- 1961.
IC OTT
come effective April 10. Dr. Prior to coming to A&T, I HONE SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HEN STAFF I
1
4 ••••
Proctor will return to Wash- Dowdy served in the South /
Looking for a new twist for hamburgers? Satisfy
ington as associate director of Carolina public school system
A REPORT TO POLICYHOLDERS
the U. S. Peace Corps, a posi- for seven years as principal he-man appetites with tasty He-Man Hamburgers.
tion he held for eight months of an elementary-junior high
Your burgers will always be juicy, never crumbly,
My Friends:
while on a 20-month leave school and for four-years as thanks to double-rich Carnation Evaporated
Milk.
A business most operate in the climate of its environment. If that climotz or environment Is not what It should be,
from ABET.
supervising principal.
businessmen cannot escape some of the responsibility for helping change it. What happens Without the business organizeMake this dish often throughout the spring and sumDowdy came to A&T Col- He is married and the
bon, as well as what happens'within, hos a bearing upon its welfare.
mer months. It will surely become a family favorite!
lege in 1951 as professor of couple has two sons, Lewis,
Since my last report to you, much of historical significonceihas token place both without and within the company.
education and director of stu- 20, and Lemuel, 18, and a
Fcr the company, 1963 wos mainly a year of consolidation, internal strengthening, and pushing forward projects previously
started.
dent teaching, positions he daughter, Elizabeth, seven.
The statement below shows the financial condition cf your company as of December 31, 1963. The assets show on .
increase for the year of $S 435,501.83. The insurance in force increased $10,740,606.00 ond amounts to S347.783,338.00. The payments to policyholders for the year amounted to $7,486,256.96. making a total of such payments since'
,• organization of $103,228,355.37. The dividends paid to policyholders, during the year amounted to $854,682.47 giving
a totioi of such payments during the post twenty years of $9,637,285.92. Employment is provided by the company for 1.459
men and women in more than fifty different job cotegories.
The company's most valuable onset is not shown by any of the items in the financial statement, however. It is represented in and by its personnel The figures shown in the statement ore but the results of the decisions and actions of the
company's personnel, of how well they have managed the policyowners' affairs. Your management believes your employees
hove dotvr a good job and hove served you well. They ore not perfect but are ever striving toward perfection. We ore optimistic as to the future.
Your management has a social Consciousness which makes it feel that corporations have social as well as corporate
responsibilities. It is constantly attempting to scorch out and differentiate between the meaningful and the meaningless. ond
to concentrote its time energy and efforts on the former as we go forward from year to year. As long as unselfish service
in meeting the needs of one's fellowmon is a hallmark of greatness and o justification for survival, we aim to See to it
tis'ot North Carolina Mutual shall endure. To this end we pledge our continuing troth. And with your continued cooperation
and support, we shall go forword with confidence.
Respectfully submitted,
A. T. SPAULDING,
President
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HE-MAN HAMBURGERS
(Makes 4-6 servings
two-piece
1 pound ground chuck
1 1/2 teaspoons
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1963
V, cup crack•r crumbs
Worcestershire sauce
Whipped
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
/
1
4 teaspoon dry mustard
/
1
2cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
/
1
4 to Vs teaspoon
Cream
/
1
4 t•aspoon salt
tabasco sauce
/
1
4 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon melted butter
print
WE HOLD THESE
TO MEET THESE
Blend aII ingredients thoroughly, except butter. Shape into
ASSETS
4-8 burgers. Brown in melted butter in frying pan. Cook about
LIABILITIES
17.98
Real Estate:
aye minutes on each side or until done.
Home Office Properties
$1.474.584.83
Branch Offices
670,738.83
Statutory Policy Reserves
$64,663,645.93
, Other Properties
247,204.50 2,292,52.1.16
VEGETABLE JUICE SAUCE
Policy Claims Not Reported
(Makes about 1'i• cops)
Mortgages:
and Incomplete
1,339,403.44
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
what could be sweeter for
City-Insured by F.H.A. and
•
8-13 onion rings
V.A. Guaranteed
11.135.456.60
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
Dividends to Policyholders
1,302,289.49
Spring than this striking
Other City Mortgages
9,905.838.73
8-12 green pepper rings
11
/
2 cups (1 2 ounce can)
'fwo.piece print of WhipFarm Mortgages
62.795.36 21,104,090.69
Other Policy and Contract
vegetable juice
/
1
2 cap sliced celery
Liabilities
ped Cream, IX% Dacron
50,682.00
Melt butter in saucepan. Saute onion rings, green pepper rings
Policy Loans:
2,953,052.03
osierthe
.
polyester?
.
.
Interest. Rents and Premiums
and celery slices. Remove from saucepan. Add enough butter
Bonds:
blouse's- is fully lined, the
to make 2 tablespoons. Stir in flour and salt. Mix until smooth.
Paid in Advance
273,190.13
2,870,402.49
U. S. Government
Slowly add vegetable juice. Cook over medium heat until thick500.271.50
Foreign Government
skirt is aswirj with cluster
Taxes and Accrued Expenses
ened and smooth, stirring constantly. Drain excess fat from
7,158,247.21
State and Municipal
pleats . . . choose this
Payable in 1964
hamburger's in frying pan. Pour vegetable sauce over hambur757,284.89
Railroads, United States
4,889,056.45
gers and simmer about 10 minutes. Serve at once.
unusual print in pink, blue
Public Utilities, U. S.
Employee
Benefit
Reserve
736,269.67 „
17,56€,369.t9
and Canada
C-Sisil Printed In U.S.A. (941
or yellow .
sizes 10 to
10,134,178.45 43,527,025.99
Industrial and Miscellaneous
Mandatory Security Valuation
2,461,059.76 ;
18
Preferred and Common Stocks:
All Other Liabilities
436,651.83
Common—Insured
by F.S.L.I.0
245,000 00
TOTAL LIABILITIES
072,022,479.16
198,085.00
Preferred
BUDGET SHOP. third floor
Common, Including State
Contingency Reserve and Surplus:
6.504,351.64 6,947,436.64
Supervised Corporations
Contingencies
Reserve For
.... 3,825,529.02
LANDS ES
II S. MAIN
• 524.4151
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New Subscription Order

I I Girls Organize
New Social Club

omen To Hear Pastor s Wife

A&T College
Names New PrezYy
Proctor Resigns
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65th Annual Statement
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Cash and Bank Deposits
Interest and Other Investment Income
Due and Accrued
Premiums in Course of Collection
and Deferred
All Other Admitted Assets
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS

2,843.923.25
• 680,990.14
1,532,730.53
313,230.75

Asset Fluctuation Fund
Unassigned Surplus

600.000.00
5,750,000.00 10,175,329.02\

TOTAL LIABILITIES. CONTINGENCY
RESERVES AND SURPLUS

INCOME TAX SERVICE
$82,198,008.18

$82.198.008.18
TOTAL INSURANCE IN FORCE ;347,783,338.00

KIT MAR
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NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

od

Home Office: Durham, N. C.

EXPERT ON
-Short Forms—Long Forms
Business Forms

METRO
BUILDERS &
FINANCIERS
We Finance Your Dream Home
and Build to Please Your Fancy

Tax Problems, are our Business
We Have, The Know How
9:00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
946-5734
Appointments after 6:00 p m.
by calling above number
222 W. Brooks Rd. West of Horn Lake ltd.

Licensed - Bonded
187 So. Wellington St.

523-1506-7

Hell And High Water
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The Dogs In Maryland
Fourteen students were bitten
by dogs during a desegregation
demonstration in Princess Anne,
Maryland. It is hard to believe
that a civilized community could
exercise such inhumanity and
sadism toward young students
pleading for equality.
This spectacle should horrify
the country as a whole. The
youthful demonstrators were
peaceful and orderly until police
turned dogs and fire hoses on
the marchers. Such abuses of
police power can only inflame
an already highly explosive situation. That so horrible a behavior should be allowed to prevail without official condemnation is not credit either to
Princess Anne or the state of
Maryland.
With an irony that should be

instructive to anyone tempted
to call out the dogs, the local
Princess Anne macabre incident
might spread across the country.
What is rather depressing is
the indifference with which this
whole matter is treated in official circles. While the youngsters are being bitten by police
dogs, a group of Congressmen
are bemoaning the "godless society" into which America may
be transformed unless the Supreme Court's order against
prayers in the classroom is
voided.
It would be more in keeping
with their legislative responsibility were these Representatives to raise their voices against
the police who unleashed the
dogs of Maryland.

Notwithstandin g
Thaddeus T. Stokes
THE NEGRO'S REACTION
The course of human events
are governed by three eras —
the past, the present and the
future. The past is removed
from our jurisdiction of influence. The present is controlled
within our bailiwick. The future
is governed — to a large extent
— by our present actions.
Within this framework of
reference, we are n.ot responsible
for the actions — good or bad —
of our forefathers. However, we
are responsible for the present
couse of action in America today.
We are responsible to future
generations for passing on a
workable, all - inclusive democratic form of government.
Presently, the future of America's democracy stands in grave
danger because of the uncurbed
action of a group of reactionary
politicians who are directly opposed to the spirit and letter of
this country's Constitution.
From this backdrop, I will express a bird's-eye-view — in the
next three columns — the Negro's reaction to radical politicians who have defied the American constitution by refusing to
accord Negroes unobstructed
participation of full citizenship
in this country.
CIVIL RIGHTS
These reactionary politicians
are not law-abiding citizens.
They flaunt the laws of the land.
Today's filibuster against the
proposed Civil Rights legislation
in the U. S. Senate attests to this
fact.
The Judeo-Christian religious
concept has been reduced to a
mockery by many of these reactionary politicians and an overwhelming majority of their constituency. They subscribe to
moral behavior according to
racial identification. Ethics are
applicable according to the ethnic group involved. Humanism
is treated as a point of reference
rather than an accepted practice.
Even the American sense of
fair-play has not altered a course
of injustice.
How has the Negro reacted to
this illegal, un-Christian treatment? He has adjusted and
shown patience beyond human
endurance. He has developed a
love and loyalty for this country
that far exceeds any other ethnic
group that chose to seek its future on the American shores.
Remember! The Negro was
brought from Africa against his
will, restrained in chains. His
love for America is a malady
from which he does not seek or
lesire a cure. His patience pales

the tortured endurance of the
Biblical character Job. His loyalty has weathered every test —
and still remains unquestioned.
His sundry contributions to the
growth, progress and strength
of America are many but — for
the most part — unsung. His sacrifices are as numerous as his
years of denials. Undaunted, he
has given freely of his blood and
life on battle fields in order that
"freedom's light shall continue
to burn."
OH! HOW LONG
Greater love and loyalty no
man can show to his country
and fellow citizens.
With this panoramic view of
the American Negro, a haunting
question begs an answer. How
long, oh! how long will patience
restrain a radical thrust for full
participation in the main stream
of America's life? How long will
the American Negro continue to
resort to fighting for a Godgiven right — freedom from tyrannical domination — within
the confines of law and order
and through the slow processes
of courts, and not heed the call
of such black extremists as the
dethroned Malcolm X, who, until a short time ago, was the
secon.d in command of the Black
Muslims sect here in America.
Malcolm X is espousing a socio - religious political philosophy that is as deadly as the antiGod, world-domination aims of
Communism, or the Klu Klux
Klans and the White Citizens
Council. His racial hatred would
not have an opportunity for survival in America if hate-mongering politicians would stop supplying fertile soil for race-hating,
which is a cancerous disease that.
destroys a man — or even a
coun.try — from within, leaving
him defenseless to withstand an
attack from an enemy from
without
GREATEST DEFENDER
The American Negro's struggle for freedom is unlike other
semi-enslaved people. The Negro
seeks not to overthrow this
country's government in an effort to enjoy liberation. Rather,
he seeks equality within the
framework of this government.
He sends up plaintive pleads to
politicians to be honest enough
to live up to the laws of the
land.
The Negro — proportionally
speaking — has been this country's greatest defender of democracy. Yet! he has enjoyed less
of the fruits of democracy than
any other ethnic group in America.
Surely such patience, love and
loyalty has its reward.
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The Bobby Baker Scandal
The Southern boys never fooled me for a minute. I mean this
stuff about balancing the budget, and Harry Byrd, and thrift,
and let's not burden our grandchildren with the national debt.
But this is precisely what has
fascinated me about the South.
For over 20 years now I've looked out of my big window and
watched the Southerners chase
the buck, and they chase the
buck with a tenacity that would
make an oriental rug peddler
weep with envy.
It's been a wonderful experience. but this is not to say there
are not many idealists among
them—and idealists with even
a greater tenacity than the
wheeler-dea1er3 with the mergers, the insurance premiums, the
small loans, the big loans, the
motels, the government contracts, and the vending machines
—all of which reminds me of
Tammany. Everything reminds
me of Tammany.
Whenever Tammany Hall was
in trouble the boys nominated a
fellow, "unspotted from the
world" as the Methodists say,
and took their chances with him.
Tammany Belied on a sort of
built-in, loyalty and rarely suffered a total sellout. And the
public usually applauded. The
public rarely warms up to a
renegade no matter how much
good he produces for them.
Thus the Southerners called
on Major L. P. McLendon to act
as counsel to the Senate committee investigating the Bobby
Baker scandal. The Southerners
call on men such as the Major
much as Stalin, called on Litvinoff whenever he needed to
show a kind face to the West.
The boys would never allow a
McLendon to become Governor
or Senator, but when they are
in trouble they call him to talk
to Freedom Riders, settle a pub-

lic utilities dispute, reorganize
the school system, or handle a
Bobby Baker scandal.
Major McLendon, an intellectual and a liberal, would never
tolerate a whitewash, but the
Bobby Baker case will have a
decent burial, with all the amenities, including extreme unction.
Bobby Baker's trouble was
that he got too smart. Up in the
real pay-off town of New York,
the boys always hire that extra
man, the fellow known as the
squawk expert. Only once in a
while does something break
loose like the pay-off on liquor
licenses, but the squawk expert
squares a hundred beefs every
hour on the hour. Things are
quiet and sensible or "clean," to
use the word of the squawk expert himself.
Bobby Baker could have
squared that one vending machine sqawk for peanuts, so to
speak, but the squawk was a
South Carolinian and Bobby had
forgotten that total Southern
loyalty is only for keeping the
Negro "in his place," and in all
other endeavors it is every man
for himself.
And then Bobby Baker began
to feel superior, not only to the
blacks, but to all the other
whites, which was the beginning
of the end. A bit of arrogance
entered into it, like Alger Hiss
going out to find his own typewriter, or Aimee Semple McPherson, after a quiet vacation
with a male colleague, demanding from the pulpit that the police hunt for her kidnapers.
Bobby Baker reached the
point where he, too, overlooked
the most important of all problems — the Evil Eye — or as my
mother always said, "It's bad
when things are too good."
(A Bell-McClure Syndicate Feature)

Cite Columbia For Bias
New York City's Commission
on Human Rights revealed that
it had begun an inquiry into a
complaint that Columbia University has an "apparent policy
of discrimination" in its building
expansion.
The complaint, filed by thc
Fort Washington-Manhattanville
Reform Democratic Club,
charged that the University was
singling out Negroes and Puerto
Ricans for eviction.
"It hardly seems a coincidence
that while most of the residents
of Morningside Heights are not
Negro or of Puerto Rican descent, most of the buildings that
Columbia has recently vacated
or demolished have contained a
preponderance of these minority
groups." This was the substantive text of the letter to the
Commission by Margaret L. Cox,
the club's district leader.
The Commission on Human
Rights, we are told, intends to
broaden its inquiry to include
an over-all pattern of Columbia's acquisition of property.
The inquiry will be carried
out by the commission's housing
division. A source close to the
situation said that the investigation will be deep and comprehensive and will cover Columbia's building activities for at
least the last 15 years.
The charges were outlined in
a letter to Dr. Grayson Kirk,
president of Columbia University, saying that "in its expansion, Columbia has wilfully discriminated against Negroes and

Puerto Ricans."
Columbia's answer came not
'from its president but from his
assistant, Robert C. Harron, who
wrote:
"I state unequivocally that
Columbia follows no policy of
discrimination. Any real estate
acquisitions have been made
either with important educational needs in view or, in some
cases, to eliminate from the
neighborhood known centers of
loose vice and petty crime, with
resulting
transformation
of
these buildings to useful purposes in the community interest."
This is not an adequate answer to the charge of racial discrimination. It is evident that
Columbia is dodging the issue
with fancy footwork. The University's argument leaves unanswered the specific instances
of racialism which have been
levelled at it.
The eviction of Negroes and
Puerto Ricans from University
owned - property on Morningside Heights is clear evidence of
calculated exclusion on racial
ground.
Unless Columbia. by implication, is associating the "known
centers of loose vice and petty
crime" exclusively with Negroes
and Puerto Rican s, it has no
legitimate defense for its policy
of systematic exclusion of the
racial minorities involved in the
controversy.
If the evidence is incontro-

REMARKABLE MANI
Rumors have hit the streets
. . . and may already be confirmed . . . that Elder Blair T.
Hunt, longtime and notable
Memphis Negro leader . . . has
resigned his position with the
Juvenile Court.
Eld. Hunt was appointed to
the staff of the Juvenile Court
atter his retirement from the
Memphis Public School System,
in which he served more than
40 years. Incidentally he was appointed a member of the Shelby
County Board of Education
when he retired from the city.
At the Juvenile court, Mr.
Hunt performed a variety of
chores . . . most important of
which was to help make decisions on what to do about disadvantaged Negro boys and
girls, who for various reasons
had to be handled by the Juvenile court. He was a most excellent person to be placed in such
a position.
His years of experience in directing boys and girls in the
schools of the city .. . his position as a minister of the Gospel
(he is the oldest minister in point
of service in Memphis ... with
some 40 odd years of pastoring
at the Mississippi Boulevard
Christian Church) . . . his great
ability as a speaker and leader
. . . his experience as a life-long
citizen of Memphis . .. his deep
and clear understanding of the
position, outlook, and emotions
of his race and others . . . and
his seasoned and powerful personality . .. all combine to make
him one of the community's
most useful and important individuals.
It's unfortunate for the boys
and girls of Memphis .,. . particularly Negro boys and girls ...
that Elder Hunt finds it necessary to relinquish his post at the
Juvenile court. He was not pressured out. He mentioned his continuing duties at his church, and

his advanced age as the basic
causative factors in his decision.
And they are understandable.
His many years of hard work in
the interest and service of his
community are not to be questioned. They are on the record.
Like any other man who has
projected his personality into
the mainstream of a community's life, Mr. Hunt has received
his knocks and pats on the head.
In his case, he has been given
some knocks that were clearly
undeserved. For instance, he
never should have been called
an "Uncle Tom" by overwrought,
fanatics who lash anybody who
doesn't proceed as they do.
Everybody who knows-the facts
of life as a Negro in the United
States knows the difference between 'an "Uncle Tom" and a
person who is a realist in the
battle for survival.
Rev. Hunt is a realist. He has
long known what is happening.
And he has successfully demonstrated what has to be done. He
also realizes that battle tactics
change with changing situations.
He has provided a blue-print of
how to roll with the punch.
Because of his insight, ability,
and status he has been a most
useful factor in advancing the
cause of the Negro as a citizen in
Memphis and in America. He
has earned an honorable niche
in the echelons of those who
have most effectively advanced
the cause of his race.
His resignation from the Juvenile Court is a loss to the Negro
boys and girls who so much
need the understanding, sympathy, advice, and decisions of a
person like Elder Blair T. Hunt.
His resignation is a loss to the
Negro parents of Memphis who
so much need a man like him to
help them rear their children in
a tough time and environment.
His service with the Juvenile
court rates a community vote of
thanks. Now, whatchubet!
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Clay Explodes Liston Myth
It will go down in boxing history how the myth of Sonny
Liston, The Great Unconquerable, was exploded in the flurry
of the hammering fists of a
brash, brave and talkative young
man.
Say all you will about Cassius
and his great flow of language,
his towering ego, his unorthodox
manner of projecting himself.
You must still admit that he put
the deeds behind the words and
came through victoriously.
Clay did more than win. He
achieved the feat of out-smarting a man who had not only
captured the title, but who had
built a tremendous reputation
for being able to scare his opponents almost literally, to
death.
Despite all those headlines
about how worried Cassius was
before fight time, the young
Louisville Lip roared into the
fray in the first round, attacking
and proving that there was no
fear in his heart.
Actually, Clay delivered a
greater pyschological beating to
the now deposed champ than a
physical one. His fight did not
begin in the ring in Miami. It
began months ago when Cassius
initiated his psychological warfare, taunting Liston, making
him angry and low-rating him.
I don't think there can really
be any doubt or shadow cast
upon Clay's clear-cut victory.
Liston's failure to come out into
the ring to take the rest of his
beating is upheld by medical
testimony.
However, MOO of us, who are
accustomed to seeing the gladiators win their honors in the center of the ring and lose them
there, could not help feeling a
keen disappointment that Liston
should go out like this. Frankly,
I feel it was the beating he had
taken and the cuts on his face
which caused him to decide not
to show for the next round.
Many reople have asked me
whether I am disturbed because,
ideologically, Cassius has taken
on a new trainer — Malcolm X.

Why should I be disturbed? Clay
has just as much right to ally
himself with the Muslim religion as anyone else has to be a
Protestant or a Catholic.
There are those who scoff at
the claim by Muhammad's Muslims that they represent a religion. These people have the
right to their opinion. On the
other hand, one of the basic
American principles involves
the right of each individual to
embrace a philosophy and call
it his religion.
People who are concerned
over Clay's alliance with the
Muslims seem mainly worried
lest great flocks of young and
adult Negroes will suddenly turn
to the Islam ranks. I don't believe this will happen.
I don't think Negroes en
masses, will embrace Black Muslimism any more than they have
embraced Communism. Young
and old, Negroes by the tens of
thousands, went into the streets
in America and proved their
willingness to suffer, fight and
even die for freedom.
These people want more democracy — not less. They want
to be integrated into the mainstream of American life, not invited to live in some small cubicle of this land in splendid isolation_
If Negroes ever turn to the
Black Muslim movement, in any
numbers, it will not be because
of Cassius or even Malcolm X.
It will be because white America has refused to recognize the
responsible leadership of the Negro people and to grant to us the
same rights that any other citizen enjoys in this land.
Despite his loudness — and
sometimes crudeness Clay has
brought excitement into boxing.
He has also spread the message
that more of us need to know:
"I am the greatest," he says. I
am not advocating that Negroes
think they are greater than anyone else. But I want them to
know that they are just as great
as other human beings.

vertible that Negroes and Puerto
Ricans debase the moral standards of the community with
which Columbia is identified,
then the administrative officials
of the University should have
enough fortitude to say so, not
by indirection, but a positive
statement with supporting evidence to bolster th• conclusion.

Intimation of immorality is a
familiar pretext, the stock in
trade of those who want to eliminate the Negro from their
neighborhood when they can
find no legitimate contention
for their irrational action. A
great university, the center of
higher learning, should not
descend to so low a depth.
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GET WELL WISHES
.M1 was not as well as could
be in the family. of Dr. and
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., what
with Dr. Speight in E. H.
Crump Hospital for a check-up
11•••I
at the same time their daughCATONSVILLE, M it. -...
Speight,
M.
Marian
ter, Miss
(UPI) — Seventeen civil rights
chairman of the Romance
said demonstrators, arrested durBreathitt,
Governor
sitting,
of
group
A
(UP!(
—
Ne—
FRANKFOR'r, Ky.
ing picketing at a roller skate
at
Department
Languages
"They can stay, as far as I'm
Memphis 13:lh,t'is has made
Bethune-Cookman college at arrangements to celebrate the groes — wearing signs that say "Give Me Freedom concerned, as long as they are suburb, were freed on bond.
Four others, all juveniles,
Daytona Beach, Fla., was Bahal New Year which comes or Give Me Death"—have taken seats in the gallery of peaceful and don't damage
were released earlier to the
state property."
rushed to the hospital there for on Friday, March 20. The ob- the state House of Representatives here.
custody of their parents. The
Breathitt learned of the deman emergency operation. Other servance will take place at the
Some 25 civil rights advocates moved into the onstration from reporters, al- adults were scheduled for a
N.
36
center,
Baha'r
Cleveland
hearing here Wednesday night.
members of the family were St., at 8 p.m.
gallery and took up positions
though Erie Taehau, Louisville,
About 150 white and Negro
busy keeping Dr. Speight from
Included in the program which indicated they would hold group and pray for our ef- a member of the ACCR, was
waiting in the Governor's re- demonstrators, led by James
being upset if he heard of Ma- will be a song festival, a dis- a 'fast and sit-in to the death." forts."
ffm•sa•maissi•••
Farmer, national director of
rion's illness, the job of keep- cussion on the topic of the Frank Stanley, Jr., Louisville He said the action was in ception room for the opportuof Racial EqualiVIP'S PARTY
George Dumas, Dr. and Mrs. ing the news of her father's DIVINE SPRINGTIME by Dr. newspaper editor and general "the true traditions of Gan- nity to tell him of the sit-In, the Congress
ty (CORE), took part in the
"It is their inherent right to picketing.
THE VIP'S DINNER DAN- Odle Strong, Mr. and Mrs. illness from Marian as she Alan L. Ward and Mr. Albert chairman of Allied Organiza- dhian passive resistance."
tions for Civil Rights sponsorassemPorter, and a reception.
CING PARTY was a swanky Cheatem Moore, Mr. and Mrs. underwent surgery.
The action was a reversal of peacefully petition and
Dr. Ward and Porter both ing the demonstration, said a previously announced plan ble and I will protect that Roller rinks, bowling alleys
event ceebrating their 12th an- Clifford Yates, Mr. and Mrs.
niversary . . . and they chose Samuel Helm, Mr. and Mrs. We're happy that both are reside in Jackson, Tenn., Dr. I"We plan to remain in our by the Allied Organizations for right," Breathitt said. 'I can't and the like are exempt from
the
lack the state public accommodatwo reception rooms at smart L. C. Thomas,'Mr. and Mrs. now well, at their respective Ward is professor of speech at seats around the clock until
Civil Rights to stage diversi- comment on the wisdom or
Holiday Inn-Midtown, on Un- Ben Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. E. homes and hope that they will Lane college and Porter is House passes the public accom- fied demonstrations across the of wisdom of this move," he tions law passed by the gen- .
eral assembly. Farmer called
modations bill, or Governor
added.
ion Avenue, for the gala event, L. Berkley, Rochelle Brown, soon be back at the helm of bursar at the college.
state,
the law "an important step
• The Baha'i New Year sym- Breathitt calls for a special sesGuests arrived at 8 p.m. and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Greene, their daily activities.
setthe
that
Stanley
warned
but no more than a step."
were greeted by attendants to Mrs. Mary Rose Johnson, Ed- We look forward to seeing our bolizes the begining of an- sion.
should
move
the
of
iousness
Representsof
A group of demonstrators ai
park cars, and in the recep- ward Conyers, Cordell Land, lifelong friend, Marian, at other spring . . . a spiritual The House
minimized,
be
not
monto
scheduled
tried to enter the rink as the 1.
tion parlors, a champagne bar and Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Eastertime, when she will come springtime in which God's tives was
he
understood,"
be
should
"It
recess.
weekend
a
after
vene
owner, Vernon Bush, appeared •'
was a popular spot for mem- James.
to Memphis for a part of her gift of Knowledge of the The rules committee, which said, "that the decision to take
in the doorway. The crowd ,
bers and their guests.
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
convalescence, and a visit oneness of mankind ind of the last week refused to cut the this drastic step was an indibegan pushing toward the _
fundamental oneness of reThe seated dinner's main LE TIRVAILLELTR CLUB with her family.
vidual one on the part of each
public
administration's
state
door, chanting, "Open. the
ligion was manifested a cencourse featured prime beef and is announcing their coming
bill, was to petitioner, and made after conaccommodations
ZETAS GUIDE YOUTH
Door, Open the Door." Minor
.a short and snappy presents- bridge tournament to be held ZETAS covered themselves tury ago in Baha'u'llah, foun- meet.
siderable soul-searching. The
lion was made, with Mrs. Ber- at the YWCA, Sarah H. Brown with glory last Saturday morn- der of the revealed religions. Stanley, in a statement is- time has come now • for all SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) scuffling ensued, and police .
nice Cole saying grace Mrs. Branch at 1044 Mississippi ing when Superintendent E. C. In Him, God's promises made sued fro7". ACCR headquarters Kentuckians who share the re- — Mayor John F. Shelley, the made the arrests:
in all sacred Scriptures are
Emma H. Stotts giving the Blvd., April 2, at 8 p.m.
Stnnbers was guest speaker at
in Louisville, said, "Preferring sponsibilities of citizenship to man on the spot in San Fran- A camera belonging to Bill •
occasion, Mrs. Vivian •Brown They will have interesting the fine youth guidance pro- now being fulfilled.
civil La Force of the Baltimore Sun
burgeoning
die LI dignity- rather than be able to share the benefits cisco's
to
presenting highlights and Miss prizes for high scorers, and gram held at the Sarah Brown The public is invited.
rights demonstrations, said he Papers was broken during the
humiliation, of citizenship."
constant
in
live
to
Faye Gentry offering a glow. the $1.00 donation is modest. YWCA, which featured a
we do not plan to eat anywhere The ACCR said in Louisville will appoint a special interim scuffle.
in tribute to the founder, Mrs. Members of the club are Mes- luncheon,
fashion show and the Know Your Negro History until we can eat everywhere." that an additional group of peo- committee to "investigate all Those arrested were chargBenson,
Eleanor
presented
dames Lee
Cole, whom she also
lively panel discussion which The Negro kingdom of Gha- Stanley requested that "all ple would join the sit-in and problems involving employ- ed with trespassing and two
bunch of beautiful red roses. Alba Bourse, Esther Brown, complimented high school sen- na
ment of minority group citi- also were charged with disflourished in the Sudan people who believe in human fast later.
Ezelle
LaBlanche
Helen
Greene,
M.
Anna
Mrs. Mary
orderly conduct.
dignity fast along with this Interrupted during a portrait zens."
iors.
1000 years ago.
are,
Mine
Jackson,
who
Ruby
Jackson,
members,
cited VIP
the
Zetas
Mrs.
Cenetta
We
congratulate
Lockard,
Gillispie,
W.
Ida
Lowe,
Maude
Mts.
Valtena Robinson, Miss Velma Qualls, Elizabeth Shaw, Ida for this fine community accomL.' Jones and hIrs. Marie Stin-iolive, Eunice Snell and Sarah plishment, coming at a time
when high school students
SM. Mrs. Gillispie was thelWashington.
tokstmistress for the happy
DISTINGUISHED GUEST throughout the nation are being
event.
It was indeed our pleasure urged to think and plan for
automaFormer members who also to meet the suave, personable future jobs involving
and the
attended were Mrs. Jake (Zer- and genial United States mar- tion and special skills,
knowlmuch
nia) Peacock, Mrs. Earline shal of the District of Colum- acquisition of as
areas
Mobley, Mrs. Mini* (Lonnie bia, LUKE MOORE, Wash- edge as possible in the
for toHardy) Sergeant with Mr. Sat. ington attorney and former of the natiow's demands
geant, Mrs. Earl Betty MimmsMemphian, who is a graduate lnorrow's jobs.
AKA'S SHOWCASE OF
escorted by Mr. Mimms. andlof LeMoyne college.
STUDENT ART
Mrs. Robert Mandelle Reid) Mr. Moores position as
S. marshal of the District of Graduate AKA s have extendAdams with Mr. Adams.
to junior and
The VIP members (Very Im- Columbia marks the second ed invitations
pnilant People) very definite- time that a Negro has held this high school art departments
School at
/y. did their anniversary in post in continental United and to Elementary
States, renowned Frederick teachers to participate in their
style.
OF
Members husbands' and-or Douglass being the first, and forthcoming "SHOWING
the motidates who attended were Carl another, whose name present- STUDENT ART" for
of
Sietts, Charles Lewis (who es- )), escapes us, served outside vation and encouragement
and
corted social editor Mrs. Jew- the U.S. in the Virgin Islands. creative arts for leisure
lives of
el G. Hulburt). William P. Mr. Moore was accompanied vocational goals in the
Brown, John Cole, Wendell by his brother, Elmer Moore, Negro students.
Itgbiesen, George Canady who popular and equally suave and The event will beheld at the
cavorted Mrs. Gillispie, Will, personable Memphis business- Hollis F. Price Library in
lam Johnson-escorting Mrs. man who is associated with the April, and will be free to the
W. H. Wiggins escort- Wilson-Moore Insurance Agen-Ipublic.
More information about this
ing Mrs. Marie 'Stinson and cy.
Ernest Owens who escorted U. S. Marshal Moore's posi- event will be forthcoming from
tion is the one that was held Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter
Miss Velma Jones.
Other guests attending the by U. S. Marshal McSwain at of Alpha Kappa Alpha. Miss
posh anniversary dinner clan- the time of the James Mere- Velma Lois Jones is the
Ong party were Mr. and Mrs. dith enrollment int Ole Miss. basilcus of the chapter.
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place as a result of winning Clara Britton and Nancy Lyfirst place in Region 4 and the ons, Lane Tabernacle CME;
boys got second place honors. and Mesdames Georgia Kelly
Accompanying them were and Mayee Scott Payne, of
Mrs. Mary E. Harris, coach, Liberty CME. The evening
Mrs. B. C Lucas, and Mr. Wil- program was a musical with
liam Green, boys' coach. All several guest churches apof Jackson wish for them the pearing. Chairman of the day
best of luck.
was Miss Harris Houston with
Miss Jessie L. Brooks serving
CHURCH NEWS
The Susie Jackson Circle of as co-chairman. Rev. .J. D
-- Macedonia Baptist Church Atwater is pastor.
PAGEANT TIME
Guest at the meeting from visited the Rest Home of Mrs. HOME FOR ELDERLY
It came rather fast, but the St. Louis, Mo. was Mrs. Vivian Clarence Hunt as one of their The -ad Folk Mission Contime is here for the staging of Bond Starks, a former mem- recent projects. They carried valescent Home has begun
the "Miss Bronze West Ten- ber of Beta Chi chapter.
cheer to the patients with a construction under the leadnessee" Pageant when 18
In Birmingham, Ala. last devotional program with Mrs. ersnip of the Baptist churches
young ladies of beauty and week representing the Jack- Edna Collins as leader with In this area In this effort, a
talent will vie for the title and son chapters of Sigma Gamma songs by Mrs. Vera Hardy and Mass Rally was held last
a $300 scholarship to college, Rho sorority were Mesdames prayer by Rev. R. L. Page, Wednesday with Dr. J. H.
presented by the Jackson Vivian Bell, Clara Hewitt and along with fruit baskets, ice Jackson, president of the NaAlumnae chapter of Delta Misses Mary E. Bond and Liz- cream and cake. Going along tional Baptist Convention as
Sigma Theta sorority
nonds. Mrs. Bell is basil- were Mrs. Mary Sain, presi- speaker.
The first runner-up will re- eus or Nu Sigma chapter. It dent, Mesdames Daisy T. The 100-voice Interdenomiceive a 8100 scholarship from was the regional meeting of Shaw, Ida Copeland, Helen national choir furnished the
Turner, Clara Hemn and Edna music for the rally which was
MEN OF PARK WAY GARDENS
Radio Station WJAK.
Sigma.
Men of Parkway Gardens were photographed immediately
der; Thomas Hamilton, treasurer; Horace King, president:
The crown will be released
held at Merry High school.
Visiting Mrs. Maude Trot- Collins.
Birthdays were celebrated The building when finished
after being addressed by County Squire George Grider
this Thursday night by Miss ter last week who has been a
and Rey. Lawrence Haywood, pastor of the church. standDolores Vaulx of Jackson to shut-in for some time were recently in grand fashion by will be 1400 feet long by 37
ing, Bill Jones, Thaddeus T. Stokes; Pedro Suarez, Paul
during a dinner-meeting at Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
iffirne talented young lady in her son and his wife, Mr. and Rev. C. N. Ricks and Earl M. feet wire, and will be cenchurch last Thursday. Seated, left-right. are: EmmItt
Meacham, James Wilborn, Selmo Jones, George Garrett,
41111k West Tennessee area. The Mrs. J. B. Trotter, and her Shaw. Both were celebrated trally heated and completely
Simon, Jr., vice president of the church's Men's club;
James Simpson, Seidon Griffin, Theodore Johnson and
five finalists will also receive niece, Mrs Bernice Surcrilocks-with families but Mr. Shaw's air-conditioned. It is located
Hallo Robinson, assistant secretary; George Watkins, secTimothy Carr. (Photo by B. T. 51eChristian)
Was increased by the presence on Glass Street in Jackson.
gifts from the Jackson mer- all of Merisphis
retary; Lydel Sims of the Commercial Appeal: Squire (Sriof his brother Colonel Shaw Plans are for this much needchants.
SPORTS MEET
of New York City and their ed home to be one of the most
In the regular monthly
Others who were out of parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. Shaw modernly equipped convales1Smith, vice president of Atmeeting of the sorority on town last week in the sports
of Brownsville, Tenn.
cent homes in the South.
lanta Life; Medical Director
March 7, final plans were world were: J. A. Cooke, AthWOMAN'S DAY
H. L. Lang; Actuary Jesse Hill,
made for the annual event. letic Director at Lane College,
The annual Woman's Day
E. L Simon, F.LMI., GenHostesses to this meeting were Coach Johnny Hathorne, and
observance was held at St.
eral Auditor-Director and Past
Sorors Willie Bell Rawls and the famed top NAIA scorer
Paul CME church on last SunPresident,
N-IA; Mrs. Helen
Ernestine Jeffries. On the de- Willie Shaw attending the
day with Mrs. Gladys Norris
J. Collins, Superintendent of
lightfully warm day, approxi- NAIA Tournament in Kansas
department of accounting and
mately 25 sorors filled the City, Mo. They were also ex- of Nashville as guest speaker. The Men of Leisure Social
Mrs. Norris, who is president club has worked out details to The kick-off session of a taxes; Mrs. J. M. Lowe, cashATLANTA, Ga. — Clark
club room.
pected guests at the Banquet of the
Missionary Society of hold its annual Spring Festi- three-day Spring
Planning ier, all of Atlanta, Ga. Home
College's debating team last'
on last Friday night.
TO REGIONAL
the Jackson Memphis Confer- val dance April II at Curries' Conference Workshop for Man- Office Field Auditors II. E.
week became the first Negrn Elected to represent the
The Merry High School ence, spoke from the theme Club Tropicana.
agers, cashiers, and special Watson, W. Sardon and
Jackson Alumnae chapter at girls, State champions in bas- "Women's Responsibility in
team to compete on the carrt7,.
Club reporter, Louis Jones agents. of the Atlanta Life Thomas L. Herndon, and semithe regional conference which ketball for the past two years, the Mission of the Church."
pus of Florida State university,„,
said that the club is now ac- Insurance company, will be,retired ordinary representawill be held in Nashville in and the Merry boys journeyed
Other guests appearing on cepting new members. Interest- launched Monday, March 23,1tive of the Cincinnati, Ohio
The team won four and logt.'
April were Mrs. Essie M. Per- to Nashville to participate in the program were Mrs. Myr- ed
persons should contact at the Statler-Hilton Hotel, in District.
four debates in a tournament
ry, president, and Mrs. Mil- the State tournament held at tle Monroe, Berean Baptist
Matthew Nichols, Jr. at 2422 St Louis, Mo., in which Atwith teams from colleges anddred Hay.-Other sorors are ex- Tennessee A&I State Univer- church; Mrs. Gladys BroBridgeport Dr. by calling lanta Life representatives from
universities in the South and
pected to be in attendance.
sity. The girls merited their naugh, Berean; Mesdames WH 2-1038.
East.
the states of Illinois, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri,
Represented by Jacqueline
Ohio and tennessee will partiBennett of Louisville, William ,
cipate. N. L. Wright, manager
Gordon of Atlanta, Beatrice
N11111111
of St. Louis, D. A. Douglas and
Madison of Birmingham and
-'•11
N. K. McMillan, assistant
Lamond Godwin of Mobile,.
MRS. DORIS DOTSON
Agency Directors in charge of
The Clarkites won their four
7-1.
4
the Northern and the Great Carver High School Rifle
negative debates, but lost their
Mid-Western Territories, will Team's winning of the NDCC
four exchanges on the nega-;••
s.
host the first of four workshop Double Round Robin Rifle
tive side.
conferences to be held by the
tournament with a record of
Clark debtors have apAtlanta Life Insurance Com.1110.
11 wins and one loss is a good
A Rainbow Tea and Fash- peared on most of the college
pany in the immediate future,
4MO.
example of what advance
campuses in the east. This year
ion show will be presented at
throughout its system.
planning, hard work and a litthey have gone to Harvard;'
The introductory 1964 Con- tle bit of dedication to an the Foote Home auditorium on and the University of South,
ferences' theme, "On The Go idea, principle or cause, can Sunday, March 29, from 4 to Carolina where two weeks ago,
In '64" will be emphasized do.
ti
6 p.m., and the public is in- they were the first Negro teaf
Bring this coupon to any
beauty shop listed below. Get your first
through the Slogan, "We Will
to compete on that campus.
Captain Holeyfield, rifle vited.
Do More, While On The Go In
Sofstyle for about 110, and receive a free sample of Sofstyle Hair Dressing.
•••11.
team coach, was very dissatisThe affair is being present411111..•
'64", says P. W. Prothrow, Athis team's tourna- ed by the Progressive WomNAME
lanta Life's agency director fied with
ment record last year, sixth en's chorus of Progressive
and vice president in charge
ADDREAS
ffY
TATE
do Baptist Church, and Mrs.
of the agency section of the place, and decided to
something about it. After talk- Georgia Patterson will serve
National Insurance association,
mg itt over with his cadets, he as narrator.
(1.11"11 ist:OtICON
who will arrive on the St. log
Appearing as models in the
Louis District, Friday after- received permission through
noon March 20, to examine the the office of the PMS, from :(liow will be Mrs. Annie ParMEMPHIS
FAY'S BEAUTY SHOP
1609 Cooper
structure for the 1964 Great the Board of Education, to ker, Mrs. Doris Jean Dotson, Annual Women's Day at St.
276-5372 BET'S BEAUTY SHOP
, Peola Jackson
Mid-Western and Northern practice throughout his sum- Mrs. Dasiy Vernon and Mrs. John Baptist church, 640 Vance
307 Tillman St.
frA 3-0063
1212
Vine
St.
647-2022
Mrs. Azzie L. Dillibunt
mer vacation time.
Area planning conference.
Geraldine Martin.
SE BEAUTY SALON
Ave., will be celebrated SunKatherine Matlock
LEE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
Doris Ann Osborne
Other Atlanta Life home The city high firer, Cadet(
948 9320
day, March 22 at 3:15 p.m.
1576 Aley Road
KATHERYN'S BEAUTY SHOP 1507 So. Montgomery 946-3678 CLARK'S BEAUTY SCHOOL office executives and manag- Capt. Thomas Williams (CarGuest speaker will be Mrs.
ver)
developed
such
a
keen
Mrs. Rose Taylor
130 So. Parkway, West 946-5051
Mary Martin, wife of Rev. El722 Marion St.
647-4555 ers, cashiers and special agents eye that he often
Mrs. Grace Thomas
practiced
in the Joint Great Mid-WestROSE BEAUTY SALON
mer M. Martin, pastor of St.
Mary Pearson
GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
shooting at a small knot in
Mrs.
Delia
M.
Osburn
ern-Northern
Atlanta
Life
Andrew AME church.
948-9320
1576 Alcy Road
PEARSON'S BEAUTY SHOP 1488 Pillow St.
946-5388 HOUSE OF GLAMOR
Territory expected to partici- the end of a string in the
Mrs. Martin, a graduate of
918 Franklet St.
Mrs. Sarah Jones
985 Mississippi Ave. 527-0608
645-9964 pate in the combined St. Louis standing position. It is evident
Wilberforce university in Ohio,
Altura G. Lee
that the idea, coupled with
conference
are;
according
to
SARAH BEAUTY SHOP
received a masters degree
Mae Anna Jackson
ALLURA'S BEAUTY SCHOOL Mrs. Birdie Mae Bussell
the company's public relations the work paid off.
1523 S. Lauderdale St WH 2-3589
MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP
The Bluff City Band Direc- from Ohio State university.
MAE S BEAUTY SHOP
237 Vance
526-9354
director
and
past
Lester
high
school,
president
of
coached
Active in church work, she is
1117 Hyman St.
647-4749
Christine Gray
the National Insurance asso- by Capt. George Cox won sec- tors association will present supervisor of the Young
660 Nonconnah Rd,
397-0998
PeoMrs. Lorene Jones
ciation, Chas. W. Greene; first ond place, and Washington its first city-wide "band festi- ple's department of the MisMrs. Martha Hughes
ROSE'S BEAUTY SALON
Mrs. Lee Ester McClore
val" at Melrose High school
LORENE'S BEAUTY SHOP
vice
E.
high
school
president
secretary,
coached
by
Capt.
MARTHA'S
BEAUTY
SALON
sionary Society of the 13th
948-9320
1576 Alcy Rd.
LEE ESTER'S BEAUTY SHOP 1666 Riverside Blvd. 946-5866 1117 Ilyman St.
647-4749 M. Martin, who is also a past Edward Bumpus won the third on Wednesday night, March Episcopal district of the AME
25, starting at 7:30 p.m., and
president of NIA.; W. H. place trophy.
Bertha Martin
1986 Hubert Ave.
272-2998
church.
Mrs. Callie Terrell
BOLIVAR, TENNESSEE
the public is invited.
BERTHA'S BEAUTY NOOK
Mrs. Marcell Jones
She is a teacher at Hanley
TERRELL'S BEAUTY SHOP
All bands from junior and
Mrs.
Odessa
525-9497
Forbes
347 Hernando St.
942-3621
TIWI.MAS BEAUTY SALON 526 S. Parkway, E.
senior high schools will par- school.
ODESSA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Vanness Moore is
ticipate.
327-9155 Mrs. M. E. McCaster
Mrs. Rose W. Goodman
720 Dallas
410 3. Madison St.
658-3461
VERLEY'S BEAUTY SALON
Conducting the All-Mem- chairman of the celebration.
SHOPPE
MODEL'S
BEAUTY
MEMPHIS
Mrs. Juanita Turner is coWE 8-6526
1017 Miss. Blvd.
phis senior high band will be
WI! 2-4028 Elsie /d. Lake
926 Florida St.
Mrs. Delores T. Milan
"Tuff" Green of Mel- chairman and Mrs. Susie P.
Richard
ODESSA
BEAUTY SHOP
ICLONDYKES HANDY SPOT Grace Grafenreed
Mrs. Loyce M. Smith
rose High school. Nelson R. Hightower is publicity chairLOYCE'S
276-1449 GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
1342 Vollintine Ave.
410 S. Madison
658-3461
Jackson, band director of man.
946-1865
Air Ford Place
458-2925
1470 Sydney St.
Douglass High school, will diMrs. Lovie Mae Griffin
Mrs. Inez Newson
rect the All-Memphis junior Know Your Negro History
1(1...ONDYKE HANDY SPOT
Wucille Gaines
ODESSA BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Clara Seaborn
band.
276-1449 Orrellia's House of Beauty
LUCILLE'S BEAUTY SHOP
1342 Vollintine
The Quakers abolished
410 S. Madison
658-3461
WH 8-5174
709 Harry Ave.
There will be no admission slaveholding among their
JA 5-7168 Mrs.
329 Vance
Marguerite B. Shipp
Gertrude Harris
members by 1800.
fee.
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
'Mrs. Julia Young
UNITED BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Mildred Nelson
948-9320 LESSYE'S BEAUTY SALON 318 East Market St,
JULIA & GOODMAN
1576 Alcy Rd.
658-3561
1291 Vollintine St. BR 2-9526
942-4551
2004 Frisco
Mrs. Minnie Lee Webster
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
0
/
1
44
For a real JAll atmos
MINNIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Ethel Lee Gaddy
MEMPHIS
Mable
Ratcliff
327-2653
GADDY'S BEAUTY
266 Tillman St.
LIVE JAZZ
MABLE'S BEAUTY SHOP
946-9266
Mrs. Judy Wicks
932 McLemore
P`‘t°Att41
Ina Dodd Hayes
2316 Autumn Avenue RE 5-1759
LESSYES BEAUTY STLON
Sunday
Mat 1 00 till I 00 P
HAYES BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Marie Hill
942-4551
2004 'Frisco Ave.
Mrs.. Roberta Jackson
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SALON 1137 Hollywood
visit the
Mrs. Evangelie 0. Spearman ROBERTA'S BEAUTY SHOP
916 Mississippi Blvd. 948-0513
Mrs. Louberta Farrow
RE. 5-3169
SPEARMAN'S BEAUTY SHOP 632 So. 17th St.
FARROW BEAUTY SALON
Mrs. Cloveice Exum
Elegant & Intimate
448-2146
172 Silverage Ave.
OSCEOLA, ARKANSAS
2503 Park Avenue . GL 2-5329
CLOVEICE'S
Mrs. Cleotha Roberson
272-2189
3552 Livewell
Evelyn Lee
Mrs. Clara Bledsoe
Julia & Goodman Beauty Shop LEE'S BEAUTY BAR
CLARA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Dorothy Cain
272-9524
1291 Valentine
212 Alfalfa
LO J-2092
.IA 5-5326
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SAION 1014 N. Manassas
Miss Ruby Lee Henderson
WH 8-0513
916 Miss. Blvd.
Maude
Lewis
Mrs. Leola W. Leverson
THOMAS BEAUTY SHOP
Maude Lewis Beauty Shop
PEACOCK'S BEAUTY SALON 2120 Griggs Ave.
Mrs. Robert Ella Thomas
272-3335
105 Watson St.
"CATERING 79 THE SWING ONES"
LO 3-2076
946-8739
122.5 Miss. Blvd.
THOMAS' BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Massie Marion
272-333.5
2120 Griggs
TENNESSEE
WHITEVILLE,
Lillie E. Little
OPEN DAILY FOR YOU
FARROW'S BEAUTY SHOP
TWILIGHT BEAUTY SALON 2505 Park Ave.
Martha Ann Walker
GL 2-5329 Mrs. Mirenda Marable
11 A M 11011
526-0836
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
520 Linden Ave.
SHELTON BEAUTY SHOP
112 Aerosols
Phu 525-5751
Elija Todd
32 East McLemore 946-9266
3951
272
Oak
St.
Mrs. Laura Jones
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
LAURA'S BEAUTY SHOPP
Mrs. Jessie M. Jones
946-9266 Mrs. Elizabeth Beard
6932 McLemore
526-9236
318 Vance Ave.
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
SHELTON'S BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Charlene Gould
WE 6-9266
932 E. McLemore
3451
272 Oak Street
Mrs. Lucille Sanders
SALON
CHARMEL'S BEAUTY
GOLD MEDAL BEAUTY SHOP 324 Hernando
Mrs. Greta Castle White
JA 7-3;56 LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
525-5292
MOSBY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE 1298 N. Bellevue
Yes it lea Are Seen At The
Mrs. Ann Terrell
Mrs. Mildred Grandison
525-56039
230 N. Dicatur St.
.1k
I
t
Mrs. Clara T. Parks
0,1 ' z
LA GIRLS BEAUTY LOUNGE
ANN'S BEAUTY SHOP
MAR-KATZ'S BEAUTY SALON 1287 Decatur St.
Mrs. Martha Gibbs
CLu,s,
525-4243 521 W. 9th St.
FR 2-8946
946-8945
GIBBS HOUSE OF BEAUTY 1187 So. Wellington
Allean Jones
397-9309
Cherry Greenlee'
663 Gilleas Rd.
- w USA
Mrs. Susie Walker
Howard's Barber & Beauty ALLEAN'S BEAUTY CENTER
SUSIE BEAUTY SHOPPE
Mrs. Mary Edwards
1520
High St.
FR 2-9130
348 Beale
Memphis Cid Of Distinction
FA 4-9006
EDWARDS BEAUTY SHOP
196 Hernando St.
WINONA, MISSISSIPPI
386-9692
Jesse W. Sturghill
8122 Ellis Rd.
A Protessainsi Imp tiers Cockttils Is Snipers
Mrs. Frances Wafford
TV
WALKER HOMES B. SHOP
round Parties-Delicious Foods t Jazz
Diacnnod
LA FASH1ONAIRE BEAUTY 3287 Ford Rd.
Mrs. Laura B. Jones
397.9589 Woodsie Mae Hill
MensureWOODSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
SALON
556 Carpenter St.
Become An ['desire Member
FRIENDLY BEAUTY
694
126 So. Quitman St.
Mrs. Myrtle M. White
WII 6-9232
1236 Florida St.
.N6,
THIS IS WORTH
Mrs. Sarah Miller
toin The Dull Budge nib USA
Booker T. Washington H. S.
•
PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS
-)
CHELSEA DELUXE BEAUTY 715 S. Lauderdale
$5.50
Bessie W. Matthews
4
\6,„
tiassos Ivory Imlay
2973 Chelsea Ave.
JOSEPHINE BEAUTY SHOP SALON
TOWARDS MEMBERSHIP
+416
BERME EXTRA
Mrs. Marie Conley
942-1366
Miss Barbara J. Johnson
Of SS 00
"Nk
ft'
1138 College
Liars The lies, System
MARIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Gracie Lee Brown
FIELDS BEAUTY SHOP
5-3780
Ave.
JE
2714
W.
12th
I. H. Nichols, lititt.
PERRY'S BEAUTY SHOP
Mae Ilandy
Mrs
E I ilivitts is:twist
1133 Hollywood
Discount Furnituro Mart, Inc.
525-9683
S80 So. Wellington
F'RIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 452 Walker Avenue
TENNESSEE
DYERSBURG,
Call III, AWES
523-1715
92 NO. MAIN ST.
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE
525.6678
WII 6-9232
1236 Florida St.
Vernerdean Thompson
Mrs. Hattie L. Sykes
THOMPSON'S BEAUTY SHOP
IMPERIAL BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Maruetta Haynes
Miss Mary E. Gilmore
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LAST MINUTE DETAILS
Last minute details are being bers or the committee were
checked by Mrs. Onzie 0. Sorors Doris Bodden, Erma
Home, chairman of the eon- Clanton, Mable Hudson, Linda
ferenee, with her co-chairman, Isabel, Cornelia Sanders and
Miss Barbara Neal. Other mem- MAuddean Seward.

ZETA'S PRESIDENT
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Keynote speaker at the one-day Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, last superintendent
Youth Conference sponsored by Saturday, was E. ('. Stimbert, City Schools.

of

Memphis

Zeta's president, Mrs. Annie M. Naylor is extending thanks
to R. L. Chapman, representative of Southern Bell Telephone company for showing a film on automation at the
'south Conference.

•

MODELS CHAT WITH MRS. HORNE
Models chat with Mrs. Onzie Horne, immediately after
modeling the latest fashions dbring the luncheon at the
Youth Conference. Delighting the guests with beautiful
fashions as well as poise and personality are: Richard

Pose, Ma udette Brownlee, Yvonne Robinson, Bessie Stewart,
Julia Saville, Ardia Ward, Brenda Pryor, Alma Benion.
Zane Ragland. Also chatting with the models are: Mrs.
Earline Somerville, Miss Erma Clanton.

1

PROBLEMS OF LEISURE TIME
Problems of leisure time is the topic of this discussion
group which ts being lead by Miss Jeweldine Cain. Discussants are Clarence Davis. Carolyn Boone, Anny Francis,

Matthews, Carolyn Boyland, ane Brenda Pryor. Doris; Hill
and Mrs. Linda Isabel.
To
at
Lan
sigh
tor;
Tee

411111
2114

War

THE CHALLENGE OF EDUCATION
The challenge of education and technological change provides discussion for this group lead by Onzie 0. Horne, Jr.
Other participants are Richard Pose, Viable Burress, Ju,see

Britton, Melaine McWilliams and Cecil Lincoln. Standing
are Mrs. Mauddean Seward and Mrs. Marie Edmonson.

Did
Fir
Fir
Hos
Sur'
CHALLENGE OF WORLD CHANGE
Challenge of world change made for a lively discussion
by this group lead by Robert Mebane. Other discussants
are Barbara Wilson, Janice Knight, Alma Lenoneta

HOW YOUTH SHOULD MEET CHALLENGE
How youth should meet chal- cussed bY Panelists, seated, left- Jeweldine Cain
and Miss Myrna is Mrs ( ornelia Sanders.
lenge of change is being di,- right, Onzie 0. Horne, Jr., Miss Williams. Moderator, standing,

04))
LUNCHEON TALK
Luncheon talk among litie many youth at
the centered are the theme of the
conference "Youth Meets the Challenge of

( hange." Highlight of the luncheon was
music and spring fashions for the "Young"
%ere modeled.

Photos By Billy Duncan

Shirley A. Peace, Ardia Ward, Thelma Crivens and Julia
Saville.

writers covering the tourna- 6-7 star fouled out. Errant
ment with his unrestrained passes and a bad cast of pitpraise for his team. According ters gave Riverside the ball
to Falconer the win over Lester numerous times as Lester perwasn't such a big upset. "They formed as if in a stupor.
just didn't know about my tre- For the first time this seamendous team." quipped Fal- son Jones was not chosen
Goner. George "Chubby" 'Most Valuable Player'' in
James. Chattanooga Howard tournaments Lester entered.
football coach and THSAA Jones was conspiciously absent
president, introduced the new from the all-State Tournacoach in the state athletic ment team. Charles Paulk, who
meeting as Dolan "Cassius jammed the hoop with a field
4111110,1
=21111By BILL. LItTLE.12113111111111E11111111111 11111'111'11 Clay" Falconer.
goal in the last ten seconds in
Melrose ran into a bit of hope of completing a three
CITY CHAMPS BEATEN
defending state champions 70- tough luck when Bobby Smith point play that would have
NASHVILLE — A perplexed 64.
agitated a bad ankle in the tied the score and send the
Lester team, one of the finest
After Riverside had knocked Golden
Wildcats'
opening game with Riverside into overever developed in Memphis off Clarkville and
Lester, round game against Austin time, along with Smith of MelPrep League history, was left champs of Regions Two and and was unable to go at full rose were picked on the al'.
smarting from a stunning 59- Three respectively. the Tro- strength against Pearl. Smith tourney team. Pearl
placed LI'.
58 setback at the hands of up- jans captured the hearts of the bombed the whickers for 31 on the squad. Fred Kelly aria
start Chattanooga Riverside, majority of the record break- points as his mates swamped Thomas Brown, with Charles
The loss occurred last week in ing crowds that filed into the Austin 76-48.
Rucker of Riverside rounding
the semi-finals of the Tennes- Tennessee A&I State field- Early in the season this same out the all-star group.
'School
AsAthletic
High
Pearl.
house.
see
with 12 state Austin five was beaten by over MERGER TALK POSTPONED
sociation basketball tourna- titles to its credit. was equal 5 points at Lester. The irony Of
The scheduled discussion of
ment.
to the occasion and qualified the matter is that the Knox- the possibility of the THSAA
The young Chattanooga for the National High School ville team pumped off River- membership merging with
the
school, in its first year of ath- Tourney
which commences side in he Region One finals. Tennessee Secondary Schools
letic competition, had its wings this week here. The victory by PAULK, SMITH PICKED
Athletic Association. the Neclipped in the finals 70-58 by the red and white Tigers enThe concensus of many who gro schools white counterparts,
Nashville Pearl. Pearl was abled the Nashvillians to wrap watched Lester go down by one was postponed
when TSSAA
forced to rally from a 34-30 up their 13th state tournament point to a late drive of River- secretary A. F. Bridges
rehalftime deficit in order to championship since 1939. Pearl side was that the Lions showed scheduled the
confab for a latsubdue the pesky Trojans.
will put its National title up little spark despite the fact er date in April. Bridges
felt
Desiatte a lack of depth for grabs among the eight that he victors didn't go out that with both
the white and
Riverside held on until Pearl state champs participating In front until the last 30 seconds Negro state going
on here that
broke fl third period deadlock the annual hoop festival which of the game.
the business at hand might
of 46 all to break the backs of was slated to start on ThursRichard Jones spent most of hinder progress with just a
the East Tennessee Region one day.
the second half OD the bench limited talk on Ouch an imsecond team. Pearl sported a 'THEY DIDN'T KNOW'
when he ran into Z•sul trouble portant matter. It was revealand Riverside
26-2 record
Riverside is coached by Do- early in the third t 4ocl. He ed that the Jackson. Tennessee
came into the tourney with a lan Falconer who was at, the returned mid-way the
suit' Citizens Council had learned
15-5 mark. One of Pearl's loss- helm tor Okolona. Mississippi quarter, but with 1:54
' the Negro schools Interest .
es was an early season defeat Junior College last season. The the clock and Lester holdlnit
the TSSAA and immediately
to Lester. The Lions edged the talkative
mentor showered shaky 56-51 margin, the lean registered a protest,
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NACWC Honors Mrs. Mary Church
Terrell In Washington Program
•

NASHVILLE — Lester andpointer moments later and
Melrose missed a golden op- failed to draw a foul.
portunity to become the first Riverside held the ball out,
Memphis teams in history to of bounds as time ran oat
play each other for the Ten- Coach Dolan Falconer, known
nessee scholastic basketball as "Cassius" to East Tennesser
title when the Region III rep- ans because he's boastful like
resentatives were beaten in the heavyweight champ, thrust
the semi-finals at Tennessee his fists forwards in a cone
A & I State's "Little Garden" tinuous motion as he rode.
• across the court on the should.
unknown Upsets Lester.
e of supporters.
Lester, runnersup in then
state tourney a year ago and Coach Ira Spillers of Lester
favored to go all the way last was virtually at a loss for
week, was upset bp Riverside words to describe his team's
of Chattanooga 59-58 in a failure. He did indicate a lack
shocking semi-final encounter. of team play of the part of
Thus, setting the stage for his players was a contributing
Pearl High of Nashville to win cause for the defeat.
its second consecutive state Richard Jones stayed in foul
crown. The perennial winners trouble throughout the second
won their 13th championship half and fouled out just before
in 25 years with a come from Riverside delivered its fatal
behirid 70-58 victory over Riv- blows' in the final quarter,
erside. the tourney's sentiment- Jones scored 17 points before
al favorite after they had drop- exiting with 1:54 left and Lester ahead 56-51. Paulk led all
ped heavily favored Lester.
Lester handed Melrose a 61- scorers with 21 points as Lee48 loss to capture third place. ter held 18-10, 35-26, and 47Fayetteville West End gained 21 advantages at the end Of
a
a 40-38 verdict over Jackson the first periods.
Merry to annex its' first girls Lester advanced to the semia
TOURNAMENT
championship. Fayette County finals with a 50-29 win oveg
the city's high here, holding a trophy. Next to him is R.
eked out a 32-28 decision over Jackson Merry. Melrose wit8
B. Thompson, principal of Carver. The winning team is Rockwood Campbell for the impressive with a 76-48 first
round triumphed over Knoxfront row, left to right: Cadet 1st Lt. E. Buchanan; girls' consolation trophy.
ville Austin. Bobby Smith
Riverside's victory over LesCadet 1st Lt. Floyd Jackson; Cadet 1st It. W. Smith;
ing from an injured ankle
was
a
ter
surprising
one
be- Pearl swept into the finals
Cadet 2nd Lt. S. Jones; and Cadet 2nd Lt. E. Shack,
cause this is the school
s first with an easy 63-43 over Mel'
year in existence. Lester simrose. The Golden WildcaTs'
ply ran out of gas, not tits- star managed
to pitch in Z6
counting the hustling Chat- points
but the defending
tonoogans' burning desire. Les- champs'
John Petway kept
ter led Riverside until the last
Pearl well ahead with 23. Paul
30 seconds when Charles Ruckhad trouble in its openi7
er scored on a layup to give the game before downing Pans
4111,
6
"I have got to do something underdogs a 57-56 lead, and Central 62-57.
labout my neighbor's cow moo- with 15 seconds remaining, Jones and Paulk's 30 and
Russell Hamilton iced the
points scored against Melrose
A bishop of the Christian means to encourage recreation ing early every morning awak- game with
two free throws.
in the consolation final w*
Methodist Episcopal c h urc h and exercise among ministers ening me," complained Rev. Charles Paulk
stuffed in a two enough to offset the 26 tallies
was critical of ministers who as well as sports, such as howl- James E. Smith. He added,
registered by Smith. Both
accept money from politicians ing and tennis, etc.; (5) To de- Not only the mooing of the
teams resume their feud Sugduring campaigns, as well as velop a professional attitude; cow must I tolerate, but the
day afternoon in the Municipel
ministers who failed to give (6) A chance for personal in- gobbling of his turkeys, the
Auditorium for the benefit of
leadership in registration and volvement concerning moral cackling of his chickens and
voting and promoting good standards; (7) A chance to the barking of his bad doge."
the Jessie Mahan Center.
When
Rev. Smith was asked,
government,
Paulk and Smith were selectlearn to work together as
if he lived on a farm, he snaped to the all-tourney team.
Bishop B. Julian Smith of equals; (8) To learn to preside
pe,
"No,
I
live
at 957 Doris
Other members included
the CME Church's first episco- because there are no dictators
Ave., and my neighbor lives
Charles Rucker of Chattanooga
pal district, told a large audi_ in the CME church: (9) To give
immediately
to
the
rear
at 956
Riverside, and Fred Kelly and
ence at Greenwood CME guidance to civic matters; (10)
Person
St,
Thomas Brown of Nashville
, church on S. Bellevue Blvd., To work out a program where,
Two Manassas High School Pearl. Conspiciously absent
last Sunday night that:
when you speak, from the
students
were
top
winners
in
from the all-star squad was
"It is a sin not to register mayor on down, will listen to
the Negro division of National the highly touted Jones who
and vote. You are responsible you: (11) A chance for ChristCrime Prevention Week poster many critics felt was too spasfor elected candidates who will ian fellowship."
contest sponsored in February modic in his performances.
he responsible for good goy- In conclusion he urged the
by the Memphis Exchange Despite t h e criticism Jones
ernment. However, a minister ministers to make the CME
Club.
has no busin ess accepting church a force in Memphis.
was the tourney's top scorer.
Matthew Sharpe, 8-9 and — money from politicians. When Installed as president of the
his art teacher, Jobe Walker,
you do, you are selling your Alliance was Rev. DeWitt T.
were presented a $50 U. S.
hop
s'
voBtei.'
Alcorn. Other officers included '
•
Savings
bond. And second
Smith was giving the Rev. D. S. Cunningham, vice
place winner, James Houston
'keynote address at the annual president; Rev. E. L. Brown,
and
his
art
teacher, Walter P.
installation services of the secretary; Rev. Isaac RichGuy, were presented a $25
Memphis CME Ministers Alli- mond, Jr., assistant secretary;
Women leaders from alt,
U.
S.
Savings
bond, when four
once,
Rev, F. F. Sanders, treasurer;
TO DIRECT CONCERT
members of the Exchange parts of the country joined in
While urging all ministers to and Rev. Vasco A. Smith, Sr.,
\
s
N
To direct concert during annual ('hob. Day
choral director; and Mrs. A. Hall, pianist.
club spoke at a school assemb- praising President Lyndon B.
participate fully in the Alli- worship leader.
at Greater Middle Baptist Church, 821
The concert is scheduled for Sunday, ance he said: (1) "It
ly last week. The presentation Johnson this week for his
offers Also installed were officers
Lane Ave. Are the above persons, leftMarch 22 at 7;30 p.m. Mrs. Annie M. Johnwas made by Homer Gen- nomination of Mrs. Frankie
ministers an opportunity for I of the Christian Youth Fellowright: Mrs. B. M. Fritz, senior choir direcson Is chairman of the celebration and
self-improvement; (2) To jointtry, public relations chairman Muse Freeman of St. Louis,
tship.
tor; Mrs. E. M. MeClenton, youth choir diMrs. emennester Young is co-chairman. ly seek knowledge from books.,
of the club. Club accompany- Mo., as a member of the
and other literature which is
ing him were: R. J. Caber, United States Civil Rigits
rector; G. McGowan, mass choir director;
Rev. Ben Hooks is the church's pastor.
abreast of times; (3) It offers
Mrs. L, Turner, organist; Miss L. Phillips,
manager of Swift Ice Cream Commission.
JOINS WOMEN'S ARMY Co.;
Mrs. Freeman is a distintechniques and skills; (4) A Holy
John F. Ryan, manager of
Miss Lue Della Daniel of Jack- Southern Bell Telephone and guished lawyer who has won
national attention for her ieson, Tenn., enlisted in the Atty. Charles A. Meyer.
pen•Enmemesmealumaism••••E•Etuamee
Matthew Sharpe, 15, is the tivity in civil rights cases. In
Women's Army Corps last week
1956 she accepted her present
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
James AME church, 600 and is now going through basic son of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
SPECIAL RATES FOR
• N.St.
position, associate general
Fourth St., has planned to training at the WAC Training Sharpe, Jr., of 225 Ivory Ave.
•
counsel
for the St. Louis
HOME OWNERS & PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
observe Holy Week, (March Center at Fort McClellan, Ala. Houston, 16, son of Mr. and
Housing and Land Clearance
Mrs.
Richard
Houston,
Sr.,
350
970
•
24-27),
the
under
auspices
of
SAVE UP TO
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Saffordan St., is a 12th grad- Authority.
the Commission on Member- Willie W. Daniel
of Route 4, er.
Deductibl• Collision 8 Comprehensive
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
In Los Angeles, Dr. Geral$69.00
and
ship
Evangelism.
Jackson, she is a graduate of
a
Sat. or Sun. SI 25
dine Woods, president of Delta
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
Monday
516.01
Friday
On
night,
"The
Seven
si Sat. Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
E
East High school and attended
Theta Sorority, wired
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
Know Your Negro History Sigma
$25.52
• Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 PM,
• Last Words" will be deliver- Lane
thru
the Preisdent thanks on behalf
college. She hopes for an
•
Hospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with $300.00
ed
by
seven
ministers.
Mrs.
The coastwise slave trade of the sorority. Mrs. Freeman
Friday
•
P. F. Alexander is chairman. assignment with the U.S. Army was forbidden by
ISurgery benefits, per month .(Age to 80)
$ 5.40
act of Con- is the First National ViceRev. Henry L. Starks is the Medical department. (USARMS gress in 1864.
President of the Deltas.
YOUR CONVENIENCE
photo I
church's pastor.
I
3100 Summer at Baltic
HOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
111•••••EamminamEE•••••••..me
C A L
Phone 526-2
F3O8RI
L
635 Mississippi Ave.
The National Association of first president of the organiColored Women's Clubs pre- zation.
sented a program in memory
Plans for a permanent meof Dr. Mary Church Terrell in morial to Mrs. Terrell are be- ,
Washington, D. C., recently at ing considered.
the organization's national
Winners in the Mary Church
headquarters.
Terrell Benefit contest
Mrs. Terrell lived in Mem- to raise funds for the youth
phis originally and was the program and scholarship fund
sister of the late Robert were announced. They were
Church, landowner and Re- Mrs. Evelyn Dantzher, first
publican leader for whom place: Mrs. Robbie White, secChurch Park is named.
ond, Mrs. Minnie Bigger, third,
Born the year of the Emani- and Miss Robie Beatty, fourth.
cipation, Mrs. Terrell was an
Among the relatives of Mrs.
outstanding leader for equal Terrell who were guests at the
rights and lived to see the program were Mrs. Annette
U. S. Supreme Court outlaw Church, Mrs. Roberta Church,
public school segregation and Mrs. W. Stuart Smith and Mrs.
d to discrimination in public Alonzo Smith.
aces in the District of Combia.
Mrs. Alice Hunter, president I
of the league of Women Vot- I
era for Washington, D. C.,
praised Mrs. Terrell's efforts )
_
in the woman suffage movement, which Mrs. Hunter said
tied her to her own people and
invited the admiration of A former student of Melrose,
others.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Crawford
WINNERS OF
One highlight of the ob- Wyatt, will be appearing with
servance was the introduction the Nat "King" Cole Singers,
Members of Carver high school's NDCC Rifle team is being
of a new youth group into the Saturday, March 21, on the
presented a trophy by T. J. Marzette, district manager of
organization.
"Hollywood Palace Show,"
Mammoth Life Insurance Company. Receiving it is Capt.
TROPHY PRESENTED
T.V. channel 13 at 8:30 MemHerman Ifoleyfield, rifle team coach. At his right is W.
Dr. Rosa L. Gragg, president phis time.
W. Butler, associate agency director the insurance comof NACWC, presented a tro- Miss Wyatt went with
Nat
pany. The extreme IVA is Cadet Capt. Thomas Williams,
phy to Mrs. Phillis Terrell "King" Cole and His Merry
Langston, daughter of Mrs. Young Souls in 1962 after doTerrell, and said that Mrs. ing a stinct as a public school Know Your Negro History
Langston was the epitome of teacher. A story and her photo... More than 5000 Negroes
refinement and dignity which graph appeared in the March fought in the American Revoher mother displayed as the 5 isue of Jet.
lutionary War.
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Memphis Prep Teams Tumble
In Weekend Cage Meetings

To Appear On
Kiwi Cole
Show, Saturday

Mooing, Cackling,
Gobbling, Barking
'Interrupts Sleep

Bishop Smith Urge Officers
Of CME Ministers Alliance
To Become Strong Force Here

it

2Marassas Lads
Are Winners In
Poster Contest

Hill

LBJ Praised For
Appointing Women
To Commission

1,L..At
, .

Week At
St. James AME
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Unclerwrit•rs for th• Continental Casualty Co.

First In Quante

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

ANKLE.PASMIONSO 11114016

DON'T NUTTINI BEAT

A-1
the
USED CARS eyes
HULL fiTOBB
have
1960 FORD, Autom.,
2 Dr., R H.
1959 BUICK, 4 Dr., H.T., Fully Equip,
Solid White, Blue In?
1959 PONT., 4 Dr., Sedan, V-11
R.H., Autom.

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE
The Tapered Touch
Admiring glances compliment the judgment and
responsibility of the wearer of these shoes. And
they're Ankle-Fashioned to keep you tireless.. and
preserve the character of tFeloriginal good looks.
Style 2382. Shadow Brown eel/
Also is Black
Other Styles from Its OS

DART
2-Dr. Sedan

$

1960 FALCON, R.H., S. Transm.,
Little Black Jim
1960 MERCURY Mont., 4 Dr., Sedan
• Fully Equip., Power & Air
1959 OLDS. Cony., Fully Power, R.H.,
Autom, White, Red & Wh. In?
1960 FORD, 9 Pass. Wagon
V-8, R.H.
1957 OLDS., 4 Dr., H.T., Autom.
Black & White, Red Int,

$28.85

1959 FORD, 4 Dr.
V-8, R.H.
1956 CADILLAC, 4 Dr., H.T.
Autom., Fully Equip.

•

WITH
62 S. Main Street • JAckson 5-2152
Memphis 3, Tenn

nigh-ituttne Heater, Zlectrie Wipers, lalrectInnet
Signal., Torslonalro Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freele•

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Whip • •

Open EvenIngt

$795
s895
$895
$795
$895
$895
$795
$495
$495
$695

Financing No Problem. We Own Our
;MANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AfNUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN NIMES

•
. fl S•8141

AWara.0,

war.

it!
(over all other vodkass)

-.:414RK C.N(E;

•-••••

Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

rage 12
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For Successful Integration,
Must Desgregate Schools And
Housing At Same Time- Baldwin

i

WILDCATS AND ROOTERS

-The Melrose Golden Wildcats basketball team credits some
:of its success this year to the members of its energetic
:Pep squad, and here the members are seen fully charged
',with the Melrose school spirit before they left for Nash*vale
to play for the state championship after winning
..
'
,second place in the Region III finals held in Ripley, Tenn.
....
.si

Kneeling, from left, are Edward Hoskins, Sabron Jackson,
Willie E. Fuller and Robert "Bobby" Smith. Standing,
are Milton Murray and Frank Bratcher. Players John
Gilliland and John Toney were not present at time photograph was made. Co-captains ow the pep squad are
Misses Myrna Williams and Andranetta Ferguson.

Outdoor Recreation Will Increase
Three-Fold Predicts Commissioner

Local Elks To
Present Fashion
Show, March 22

he answered. "I discoveredl
that regardless of everything,
the United States was my
country and a country I love.
You don't desert what you
An eight-week study group
love, you stand up for it and
you try in your own way to in modern mathematical conmake it better, not just for cepts for elementary Sc
the Negro, but for the white teachers got underway it
man, too.''
week at LeMoyne College. The
class, which meets from 4:30
Know Your Negro History p.m., to 6 p.m., on Monday..
There were 16 slave insur- and Fridays, is being taught
rections during the American by Mrs. Eldora A Amos of
colonial period,
Manassas High School.

Modern Meth Concepts
Study Group's Subject

HOLLYWOOD, Cali f. - tude by the white men toJames Baldwin said, "We'll ward him now that he has benever have a satisfactory in- come a national celebrity, the
writer answered:
tegration of schools until "Of course
I can go places
housing is also completely in- that before were closed. In
tegrated," when he was a most parts of the country, I
guest on the "Steve Allen am treated with respect, and
Show" last Friday.
the doors are opened wide.
Baldwin, author of a num- However, as a black man, I
ber of best sellers, including realize the courtesy shown me
"The Fire Next Time," in a would not be shown my brothrelaxed off-the-cuff chat with er or my little nieces. And
Steve Allen, spared no this hurts."
punches in describing the
His host also questioned
progress the American Negro Baldwin if he thought white
making,
in
his exclusive be- Americans, regardless how libis
hind-the-headlines report.
eral they say they are, are
The writer, who feels the really aware of the Negro's
struggle is getting better, al- daily encounter with intimidaso reveals he is now finding tion, threats of violence, and
time to get back to his main actual violence.
love-writing. His first Broadway play, "Blues for Mr. "No," said the author, "they
Charlie" is now in rehearsal, have no idea. Unless you've
and he has several other writ- lived with it from the time
you were born, you can't posing projects under way.
Baldwin, who in recent sibly understand. All you can
months toured the country do L.; try."
giving talks on his views in In winding up the evening,
areas where the current civil Steve Allen also asked Baldrights revolution has been the win, who in his book, "NoName,"
most explosive, said until re- body Knows My
centy he had not found a free wrote that he had escaped
racial barriers by going to Eumoment to Write "one line."
When Steve asked him if he rope, why he had returned.
feels a difference in the atti- "It was a simple decision,"

• -.
-•..
puts
true orange flavor
in vodka?

•

that's who!

.‘

And wild cherry and lime
MID grape and lemon and
mint, too ... each added to
the world's finest vodka.
lust pour over ice, add a
mixer 4 you wish , and enjoy.

4%

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
it rea•e • rateellf 0 AND MOTTLED MY
GLLAII SPRING DISTILLING Cs, ClialOONT,Por.

VOL
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DARK EYES

The need to expand outdoor The responsibility for planMany cities have shown
Now that spring is rapidly
dedicating open foresight in acquiring lands
recreation facilities is being ning and
highlighted during National spaces and green acres pri- for outdoor recreation. A num- approaching, it brings thoughts
marily rests with state and lo- ber of states have passed bond of new fashions'.
Wildlife Week, being observ- cal governments and with priissues or provided special outEducational
departThe
ed March 15-21, according to vate outdoor recreation enter- door recreation funds to make
Fred Stanberry, director of the prises.
certain that their citizens will ment of the Elks and the HatFOR SALE HOUSEHOLD GOODS - RESOLVE TO work for good govern5 ACRES FOR SALE
Tennessee Game and Fish Recreation areas close to have places for outdoor rec- tie Lee Temple No. 1095, have
Prigidare refregerator good condtt- ment in '64, Elect George Odder te
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
people will be most difficult reation.
planned to present an "EvenWrite Elect Odder CoroModern Sofa and chair with Congress
Ian
FOR RENT
Commission, who is state
be
mattresa. mitts. 225 Hickman olds., Memphis.
and
crib
covers.
Baby
""
e4"
nr•
"""
g
l
64
to establish. Competing uses :The out-of-doors is part of ing of Fashions" at Atlanta
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
848 POPULAR
Like new with covers. Earn $5000 or more weekly in your
Studio couch
wildlife week chairman. Nine for the land - housing de- our American tradition. The
Gibbs. Jr.
450-1310 home. Write: Benjamin Hunter Box
Single door metal cabinet
out of ten Americans now par- velopments, superhighways, challenge is to make sure that Life Insurance building, 526 Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS 81.
4463. Chicago. Illinois 60607
Mens automatic self opening pushticipate in some form of out- and industry - threaten to the outdoor heritage will be Beale St. Sunday, March 22 Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
ZIG-ZAGERS
SINGER with
APARTMENT
button acetate umbrellas. 53.00 ea.,
door recreation and spend over prevent the establishment of available to all,"
denim shop aprons $125 as., Long
Heat and Water Furnished. Blue
"IN CABINET" “Like New.'
Chairman at 8 p.m.
playing Phonograph records of Ray
$20 billion each year in pur- these important nearby areas. Stanberry said.
Beauty salons will present Must have reference. Apply Charles, B.B. King, Duke Ellington, lig-Zager, Monograms, make
Apartment 19. Joe Branch. Etta Jame,. Teddy Wilson, Erroll Button Holes and Fancy
suit of this important means
6 ROOM HOUSE
new hair-dos. New flowery
Garner, etc. $1.50 ea. We pay postage.
room 2 bath ismer, or duplex. Some
of relaxation, Stanberry pointStitches. Balance due $46.89 6
Write
for
illustrated
price
sheet:
as new. 0, 1. appraised. 2530 Cilbert.
hats
will
be
displayed
and
a
AMERICAN
NEGRO
MAIL
ORDER
ed out.
Pay 56.30 a month. For FREE
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago,
new-look in garments.
Today, with higher incomes,
HOME TRIAL Coll 274.4450
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT III. • 60653
HOUSES FOR RENT
shorter work weeks, and betThe hats will be the crea- $6.50 w••kly. Utiliti•s included.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
ter highways, present recrea- The Memphis Light, Gas and The booklet will be distribut- tions of an independent de- Working woman or mon, 547 Dutro.
South Wellington St.
647-53
JAckson 6-0176
tion areas have become avail- Water Division has started ed to the fourth, fifth and sixth signer at Rhaelee's Hat shop.
FOR SALE
PIANO FOR SALE
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
able to millions more people. distribution of 20,000 educa- grades. George Barnes, super- Miss Sammie Wells, Mrs. Doris
SINGER SEWING
$32.00 per month
Small Spinett Style Piano
This in turn has caused serious tional booklets on kite flying intendent of the Shelby Coun- J. Dotson and Mrs. Dora M.
MACHINE - AUTOMATIC
Call BR 2-2115
New Conditioned
problems of overcrowding to Memphis and Shelby Coun- ty School system, and Reese Robinson will model the hats.
Like new, Zig•Zog, Mono.
2 TON CHEVY STEP.IN VAN. ALL
during the important seasons. ty school children. "Kite Wells, director of research and
Models will include Mrs. ALUMINUM BODY. DUO BACK grams, makes Button Holes,
Terms 5149.00
Planning for the future be- Flight", a publication of the publications of the Memphis Pauline Suaze, Mrs. Judie WHEELS, CAPACITY $2.000 Lb.. Sews on Buttons without atHOUSE FOR RENT
Still
Call
condition.
Excellent
Phone 523-1831
comes paramount when it is American Public Power Asso- School System, have agreed to Eiland, Mrs. Thelma Davidson, 275.3972
tachment. Sold New for over
Madison 7 rooms and bath
710
ciation,
has
attracted nation- aid the Division in the distri- Miss Jean Hill, Mrs. Helen
realized that the nation's pop$300.00. Bal. floor due only
$50.00 a month, apply 726
Illation will double by the wide attention and editorial bution of the booklets to the Tarpley, Miss Ida Jones,
$89.86. Pay $8.26 a month.
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
praise.
Liberal Trade-In on old machchildren interested in kite fly- Amelia Malone, Miss Dorothy
I1 year 2000, and that participaNOTICE OF' SALE
The two-color storybook on ing.
ine. For Free Home Trial
'tion will increase threefold
others.
Merill
and
Charles Rittelmeyer, safety
WHF.REAS ON JUNE 2. 1963, F. T.
the history of kite flying conCall 216-4450
during the next 30 years.
Chairman of the affair is Hawkins, 1836 Bedford,
NILE WIMP, FOR ite.N I'
Memphis.
HOUSE FOR SALE
LARUE ROOMS - HALF BATH
With two-thirds of the pop- tains a safety message and a supervisor for LG & W, has Mrs. Inez T. Wallace, local di- Tennessee contracted Wallis Aldridge,
19 E. Damps's,
rethed or eettled couple. Near P.P.911 Florida St. to do the following:
designed
a
poster
for
all
"Kite
school
Flyer's
Code". The code
ulation living in the metropoliPUKNISHEIJ.
rector of education; and Mrs. repair one model 21 inch television set. Two
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
monists' WURLITZER ler boa Ilme. Move
BR 2-3237
tri are
50.150 lot•
the real challenge warns of the danger of fly- bulletin boards in conjunction Modessa Coleman, co-chair- make Emerson 1466.
ORGANS and BenCHURCH
Now therefore, default having been
$3,000 for •och hous•
HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTLiNITi
will be to provide recreation ing kites near electric power with the booklets emphasiz- man. Mrs. Marion Mitchell will made
ches. Perfect condition.
by the owner for the repair
for qualified, Interealed Person who Near Car lines-Call day Or night
charge
323.8455.
Call
in
the
amount
of
$29.56
and
to
make
950 tO WO Per week
desires
for this large and expanding wires and also brings out other ing safety rules and
946•5052
charting narrate the fashion show. Music whereas Notice has been given to the
during spare time. No age limit. For
number of urbanites.
owner, Hawking, as required by the
further Information call 942-5639 Monhazards.
, will be supplied by Mrs. Mar- Tennessee
"The Anatomy of an Accident."
ONE BOOK CANE. RED, comPLETic day thru Friday 9 to 5 p.m.
Statute
and
whereas
Notice
gie Bosley, a pianist.
mattress and riming, one dresser,
of thi
sale shall be published in •
Two
hundred - thousand
chest of drawer., one washing maAmong high officials of the local newspaper for two weeks from 2
BU RKLEY Upholstery Shop
chine. One dinette pet, one mewing
GALAXIE
the data of this notice.
"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
copies
of
"Kite
Flight" were Elks who are expected to at- A sale
machine. CALL BR 52370. 2153
1960 T BIRO MOTOR
by public auction will be had Piedmont St.
stRestyling, Refinishing.*
tend
are:
George
W. Lee, grand on this television model on the fourth
distributed last year by other
Not Interested in Anything under 850.00
'Custom Built Furniture •
Monday In April. 1964, at twelve huncommissioner of education; dred
(12:00, noon, for the highest
Automatic Transmission - One Owner
public power
systems to
e FREE ESTIMATES •
Frank Scout, grand marshall bidder at 911 Florida at., Memphis.
New Seat Covers, Under 40 M-., R.N., Push Button
• Pick Up and D•lis•ry •
Tennessee,
schools across the country.
and
grand
deputy;
Mrs.
LaLISTED PURCHASED PRICE 3,220
CALL 946-6344
Blanche Jackson, state director •
Beautifully Taken Care Of
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
See To Appreciate - FA 3.1772
of education and district deLOAN OFFICE
sileswomen
and
Salesmen
puty.
YOUNG LADY WANTS JOB
wanted to sell retail advertisMrs. Una B. James is pub162-164-166
BEALE ST.
ing in the Memphis mail:et. GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-1N MAN
Age 20, 2 yrs Experience as licity chairman for the affair,
We pay 25 per cent and 30 job.. $35455 wk. Fare advanced
Secretory and Receptionist
Mallory Agency
per cent contract commission
MONEY TO LOAN
Lynbrook, N. Y.
Excellent Reference
on the dollar.
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
501 South 8th Street
RE 5-9240
Call Miss Robinson
OLD COINS
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
236 South Wellington Street
526-2523 8 o.. to 5 p m
A Professor of Pharmacology
I will buy any type. Top prices
West Memphis, Ark.
Memphis, Tenn.
526-0828 After 5 p
at the Baylor University Colfor Indian Head Coins.
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Mr. Boone Nevin,
lege of Medicine, Dr. Harris
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
193 Lorece Lane,
e
Busch spoke at a St. Jude hosOUtlide appliance salearnen to handle
MU 3-3928 - JA 8-6535
pital research seminar. He
the best appliance including General
REGISTER YOUR CLUB
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450 Electric, Call ROY Adams, 275-1155.
discussed cellular metabolism.
1128 Union Avenue.
Name Of Club
Physicians, research scienATTENTION WOMEN
tists and students in these
President's Name
REFINED CLUB
Dais room printer for commercial
studio. Some exp, required call
fields
attended.
Why be lonely. Correspond
(Last Name)
(First)
(Middle)
Telephone 324-0485
with ladies and gentlemen
President's Address
Attention Women
everywhere.
Dark room printer for commercial
(Street)
(City)
(State)
studio
Sample list 75e 1 year $2.00
Some exp. requiredl Cal
Secretary's Name
BR 5-3004
Griffin's Corresponding Club
Solve
WANTED
Your
Problems
(Last Name)
(First)
219 S. 10th St.
(Middle)
MAN WITH CAR DR STATION
Secretary's Address
Birmingham 5, Ala.
WAGON
With a Small. Low Cost
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
(Street)
To denser and ere papers tweeds
(City)
(State)
Salary plus cornnilallon
Register your club with the Tri State Defender for greater
Real Estate Loan
New
Tri-State
Publishing Company
news
todi•Gard Man's greatest pro•
236 South WellItigton Street
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the above form
and mail
Section against attacks by
Owen
College
Student
deelres to do
60
Hat
Monthly
Payments
It to the Tri State Defender, Post Office Box 311,
Typing
in Home or will en to the
Memphis, Tenn.
MuwocrS,
Robbers, Rapist,
Office call 323.4892 Mts. Altorta
Approx.
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
Garner
BR 6-3094
Cash You
Mo.
1 Unit $3.00
GetP. J. Griffin, Salesman,
Payments
Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
Make extra money Introducing the new
319
S. 10th Street
$ 500.00
S 12.90
Ratty
Preen. Quickly shapea
hamBirmingham 5, Ala,
burgers, croquettes, hamburger steaks.
51,000.00
S 23.70
Phone 275-0435
51,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00
$ 45.50
$2,500.00
S 56.20
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
$5,000.00
$110.82

Apts. For Rent

TRI-S
EOX 5
LIFJCI
COAite

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanted

-.

Houses For Sale

'Go Fly A Kite' But Fly It Safe!

Autos For Sale

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanted

•

Check Cur Ads Bally

EPSTEIN

-MILLER'S NIC NAC

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Special Services

Baylor Professor
Visits St. Jude

WANTED

NEED MONEY?

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

SCHOOL ITEMS
II?! in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address

Mother's name

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank''

•Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE,

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 171 BEAL STREET IA 6-5300
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